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You asked for a quality sporly car that you can afford to run. You 
got it. An interior which surrounds you with gauges. A 2.2 liter 

hemi-head coupled to a 4-speed plus overdrive fifth gear to 
move you on the highway at 36 miles per gal Ion. 

{1976 ERA 36 mpg on highway, 20 city.These 
mileage figures are estimates.The actual 
mileage you get will vary, depending on 
your driving habits, your car's condition 
and equipment.) MacPherson Strut front 

suspension, wide steel-belted radials on 
styled steel wheels, and power 
front disc brakes all at 
no extra cost. You asked for GT styling with room. 

You got it. The Celica GT Lift back" 
Room for four people plus nine bags 

of groceries, or flip down the rear- 
seat and two of you can haul the 

groceries plus a side of beef.

You asked for com 
fort.You got it. Glove- 

soft bucket seats with 120 different positions, tinted glass 
and AM/FM Stereo so you can boogie as you buggy.
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Our newest Scotch" brand 
cassette, has I wo tilings going for 
it. One is the sound it delivers. 
Clear, crisp highs and .superb fidelity 
across the full frequency range. 
The other thing the Master  
cassette has going for it is the 
long and healthy tife you'll get from 
all Scotch cassettes. There's a 
Posi-Trak"' hacking to help prevent 
jamming. There's a tough magnetic:

coating to keep the sound quality 
consistent through hunrireris of 
replays or re-recordings. There's a 
plastic cassette shell that can 
withstand l5G°i< heat. And now 
there's even a pushbutton, 
stackiihie storage box available 
to protect your cassettes all 
the more.

The new Master cassette. You 
should live so long.

Long live the 
Scotch Master Cassette.

• ruritmsbdS

Scotch Cassettes.Thev j ght outlive you. 3H1
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GO FOUR AND MULTIPLY DOKORDER 814O
Four channel recording with overdub, sound-on-sound, electronic echo... everything you need 

to help translate what you feel into what others will feel.

5430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndale. California 90260
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THE ROCKY ROAD TO LOVE.

Finding David was easy. Certainly a lot 
easier than finding Luxembourg.

Winning his heart was not so easy.
Here's what I did:
First I had David put a few rocks in a glass.
Then I told him to hold the glass.
Then I poured some Cuervo Gold Especial into 

the glass. (It's the best, you know.)
Then I said, hold the glass up to your mouth, 

tip it a little, and swallow what comes out. (I 
call this "drinking".)

Well, let me tell you, David's eyes lit up 
as the Cold Gold went down, and he broke out into 
a nice, big grin.

Altogether, I'd say David never enjoyed £&, 
a drink more.

And that's how I found love. 
In a manner of speaking. £

i_1

JOSE CUERVO® TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY© 1975 HEUBLEIN, INC.,HARTFORD,CONN.
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®1975 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co,

instorfs box makes 
difference.

/jeans orjacicet and 
~\ get crushed. That makes a difierer 

(fe^^Winstori's taste makes a real

rirence, too. No cigarette gives me m< 
J For me- Winston is for real_ 

i
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. nicotine w. psr 

ion SEPT.75.
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the precision of
Technics

direct-drive
for under $200.*

The Technics SL-1500 has a lot 
more going for it than just its price 
tag. It also has the Technics direct- 
drive system. The same direct-drive 
system FM radio stations use.

Typical of Technics direct-drive 
turntables, the SL-1500 has less than 
0.03% (WRMS) wow and flutter. 
Because, unlike conventional 
turntables, there are no belts or idlers 
to produce variations in speed.

You won't hear any rumble with 
the SL-1500 either because we've 
eliminated it to the point of 
inaudibility (-70dBDlN B).The 
reason: An electronically controlled 
DC motor that spins at exactly 33 or 
45rpm.

And for outstanding tracking 
that satisfies the requirements of 
the most critical audio engineers, 
there's a gimbal-suspended tone arm 
with a 9 1/16" pivot to stylus length.

You also get viscous damped 
cueing. Variable pitch controls. An 
anti-skating adjustment for all types 
of styli. Even a dust cover and built- 
in base are included.

So if you thought you couldn't 
afford a Technics direct-drive 
turntable, audition the SL-1500. No 
one else can beat its performance. 
At any price.

Technics receivers, tape decks, 
speakers, and turntables. The 
concept is simple. The execution is 
precise. The performance is 
outstanding. The name is Technics.

FOR \OUR TECHNICS DEALER, CALL FREE 
800 447-4700. IN ILLINOIS, 800 322-4400.

Technics
by Panasonic

Direct-Drive Turntable - SL-1500

Sirs:
This dance called the Latin Hustle 

is nothing more than a crude and sug 
gestive parody of the Central Euro 
pean mazurka. There is nothing dirty 
about the mazurka, even though it 
derives from a bestial hoedown prac 
ticed in the court of Olaf the Hemo 
philiac. The cleaned-up version is 
based on the Greek legend of Mocus 
and Hysterektome, star-crossed lovers. 
Mocus (the male dancer) wears a toga 
made of seasoned hominy husks. 
Hysterektome wears less than a jay- 
'bird as she capriciously toots on a 
medieval woodwind called the dildino. 
Meanwhile, the drummer beats a 
mournful knell on bongos, cowbell, 
and bullclap. Only a dolt would lump 
this time-honored dance with the silly 
twists, prods, and thrusts of con 
temporary pop hoofing.

Caressa di Royatballs 
Bunnihaupt, Hungary

Sirs:
I'm sitting around PancWs Sham 

rock with a couple of cops from the 
Third Precinct. But they aren't cops 
anymore. They were laid off. Dermot 
says Abe Beame is the ringleader of a 
bunch of Jewish bankers. Commu 
nists, and pants cutters. John John 
says he really doesn't miss his pay- 
check, he just misses the black whores 
and the free lucks. I say I read Por 
trait of the Artist as a Young Man, 
and you know, in the whole damned 
thing there wasn't a frigging picture! 
So I colored in all the o's.

Hey, Pancho, give us another round.
Jimmy Breslin

Queens, New York

Sirs: 
Hello. 
I have seen the best minds of my

generation steamed, cored, and 
shrunken, hanging from the rafters ol 
my Mends' huts. Sorry, can't stop 
long; gotta deliver this exploding tele 
gram for the jungle telegraph service; 
then some of the other soldiers of 
fortune and I are going to drink and

do some sexual boasting. Just wanting 
to warn America that a lot of brave 
freedom fighters are defecting to the 
MPLA because they have dandier uni 
forms. Give us better ones today.

"Crabs" Louie M'boutu 
General in Charge 

Army for Rent, Angola 
P.S. Or offers?

Sirs:
I learned the truth at seventeen
That a girl must keep her privates
clean.
Well, if you want the truth.'

Janis lan 
Tongue in a Dyke, N.Y.

Sirs:
You wouldn't happen to have a 

proof copy of your April issue back 
from the printer yet by any chance, 
would you? It's 6:00 A.M. and we're 
still about twenty minutes short for 
tonight's show.

NBC's "Saturday Night"
Anne Beatts

Chevy Chase
Al Franken
Tom Davis

Rosie Michaels
Lome Michaels

Michael O'Donoghue
Tom Schiller

Alan Zweibel
Desilu, New Jersey

Dear Rocky:
Sure, $40 million is a lot of money, 

but the guy's my own father. Make it 
an even fifty and nominate me for 
Secretary of Cocaine.

Jack Ford
Hoover Screened Porch 

The White House

Hey Guys,
Boy, I had this party. You know, at 

my nationally distributed publication 
Roiling Stone that I own. And do you 
know who came to it? Do you know 
who? Do you? Caroline Kennedy.'.'.' 
That's who!! Caroline Kennedy 
came to my party!!! No kidding. She 
realty did. No shit. I mean, so what if 
she has legs like an umbrella stand. 
It was her. She was really there! 
Caroline fucking Kennedy!! And I 
talked to her for practically ten 
minutes. Now will you make fun of 
me in your magazine?

Yawn Wenner 
Rolling Stone

Over the Jap Restaurant on 
Fifty-sixth Street

continued
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Malcolm Hereford was 
an inventive and crusty old 
hedonist who made his for 
tune breeding bulls.

A stubborn man, he did 
things to his liking, regardless

He liked "strong drink."
But not its taste.
Or its smell.
So, he did as only 

he would do.

He turned his considerable 
resources to creating drinks 
to please all the senses.

He succeeded with a blend 
of natural flavors and grain 
neutral spirits.

Each is spirited.
Each pleasant tasting.
Each pleasing to the eye.
And each smooth and light 

to the palate.
Once done, and with the 

final iconoclastic twist of wit,

he named them "COWS."
We heard of Malcolm's 

private "herd"
And found them to be a 

delicious and spirited new 
breed of drink.

So, with Malcolm's bless 
ing, we've turned them loose.

Try them on-the-rocks or 
chilled. You'll discover one 
thing for sure: 
A Cow-on-the-rocks is not 
a bum steer.

ODUCING 
ALCOLM HEREFORD'S 

30 PROOF COWS.
The Spirited New Breed of Drink.
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Letters
continued

Sirs:
Speaking of your January issue, that 

Kennedy assassination piece by the 
Ant Farm was great. Talk about funny?.' 
Ho-ho-ho...it was terrific.'.1 And just 
like I said, they let the kid go without 
harming a hair on her head. Now, if 
you ever want to see the rest of your 
children again, be next to the third 
phone booth from the candy counter 
in Grand Central Station at exactly 
10:00 A.M. on March 23. At thai 
time, you will receive instructions 
concerning the Ant Farm material to 
be printed in future issues of your 
magazine. Do as I say and nobody will 
get hurt.

"A Friend"

Hey Guys:
You know, I've been thinking about 

it, and you must have thought I was 
really some kind of hemorrhoid begging 
and pleading with you like that not 
to call me an asshole. I realize you're 
into a whole irreverent trip and that 
presupposes some kind of status, so I 
suppose it's almost a compliment to 
have National Lampoon call me an 
asshole. Plus which, asshole is sort of

a blanket term that doesn't really say 
anything too specific about a person. 
But you know, fellas, a lot of people 
out there aren't really grooved into 
where your head is behind, even 
though I personally can dig in it. I 
mean, to some folks asshole still means 
a spittle-licking reptile who'd blow 
Charo's poodle if it meant maintain 
ing a prime time image thai's about as 
daring as an ascent of Mons Veneris, 
whatever that is. So like could you 
kind of grok not doing it anymore? I'll 
let you come in my mouth.

Chevy Chase
NEC's "Saturday Night"

Blocked Crack, N.Y.

Sirs:
The exact moment you die sounds 

like a milky way of celestial woofers 
distorting in a waxed paper pond. 
'Scuse me while I kiss the sky.

Jimi Hendrix 
West Mescaline, Afterlife 90028

Sirs:
The year Maury Wills stole 104 

bases, he also copped three cars and 
my watch.

Sandy Koufax 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Fellow Republicans:
Just thought that I'd let you know 

that as far as I'm concerned, defensism 
in the extremities of vice is no liberty,.. 
I mean, viciousness in the liberty of 
extremism is no defense...uh... 
libertarianism in the vice of defense is 
no extreme...thai is...er...extrapola 
tion in the deference of Libya... 
extramaritality in the events of... 
excelsior in the pants of...oh, fudge, 
I almost had it that time, too.

Jerry Ford 
The White House

Sirs:
Some say cocaine makes girls' frisky. 
But personally, I think 
Whiskey's less risky. 

Or:
Men seldom make passes 
At girls without assholes. 
Either one. It's all the same to me.

Dorothy Parker Pen
Algonquin Indian Reservation

Disney World, Fla.

Sirs:
I understand that the New York 

Review of Us in your January issue 
was originally supposed to be called the 
New York Review of Jews, and I find 
it deeply offensive that you consid 
ered using such a prejudicial rerm for 
Jew as Jew in the title of an article 
in your magazine even though my 
name actually happens to be German 
and we're all Protestants.

Senator Barry Goldwater 
Bar Mitzvah Harbor, Maine

Sirs:
Did you realize that Adolph Hitler, 

Winston Churchill, Dwight Eisen- 
hower, and Emperor Hirohito were all 
amateur landscape painters? W.W. II 
was actually an attempt by amateur 
landscape painters to take over the 
world, which was stopped at the last 
possible minute by Stalin and Musso 
lini, who were really into the New 
York School of Abstract Expres 
sionism. Do you have Tom Wolfe's 
address?
Morris Louis and Helen Frankenthaler

Art Ed. Dept.
Queens Community College

Sirs:
Has it ever occurred to you that 

your company, which owns only one 
magazine with four editors, has a 
chairman of the board, a publisher, a 
president, an executive editor, and 
four vice-presidents? Just for my own

continued
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Beautiful because true.
Mertones? A new album by Janis lan,

on Columbia Records and Tapes.

>, \k*'>' J^ '  '»* ^^Sfefe35'.- ^  *
'£'^M*:J@&-- *?-   r»£s;'4sS»ft2«r. -v* ^r^rj

IAH ITINERARY
Front Row Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio 
Arie Crown Theatre, McCormick Place, Chicago

1 / 2J Gutiirie Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
1/26 Orpheum Theatre, Madison, Wist.
t/27 Performing Arts Centre, Milwaukee, Wist.
2/5-7 Roxy, Los Angeles, Calif.
2/10 lutson Community Centre, Tutson, Ariz.
2/11 Celebrity Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.
2/13 University of California, San Diego, Calif.
2/14 Berkeley Community Thoatre, Berkeley, Calif.
2/15 Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.
2/17 Boise State University, Boise, Ida.

2/18 Opera House, Spokane, Wash.
2/19 University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore.
2/20 Paramount Theatre, Portland, Ore.
2/21 Paramount Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
2/23 Queen Elizabeth Theatre, Vancouver, B.C.
2/25 Lfnive ity of Utah, Soil Lake City, Utah
2/27 Unive ity of Wyoming at Laramie
2/2B Unive ily of Colorado at Boulder
2/29 Unive ity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, H.M,
3/3 Vlorrte Thentre, Fresno, toltl.
3/4 Memo al Auditorium, Sacramento, Calif.
3/6 Santa Monicn, Civic Auditorium, Santa Monica, Calif.

Letters
continued _____ ____

personal iniormation, what the fuck do 
all those bimbos with the  stein 
dropped off their names do for a 
living?

Irene 
In accounting

Sirs:
My associate, Mr. Chevy Chase, 

has asked me to inform you that he 
takes great exception to your publish 
ing the fact that he let you come in 
his mouth in return for not calling him 
an asshole. While Mr. Chase notes 
with relief that you have refrained 
from calling him an asshole for an 
entire month, he feels that the arrange 
ment worked out between you was a 
private matter, not to mention a matter 
of privates. I remain, sirs, your 
obedient servant,

Chevy Chase's Asshole
NBC's "Saturday Night"

Black Crock, N.Y.

Sirs:
I have never written to your maga 

zine before, as before this time I 
always had money. Now, however, the 
bottom having fallen out of the 
children's anthropology book market, 
it occurs to me I just might be able to 
sell a few books with a strong sex 
angle. Enclosed please find a manu 
script entitled African Genitals   
Vanishing Breeders of the Darky 
Continent. I sincerely hope you will 
see your way clear to serialize this 
work.

Robert Ardrey 
Martha's Vineyard, 1976

Sirs:
I don't mean to sound racially prej 

udiced or anything, but are they 
bussing Negros into the U.N.? I 
know they're not from the neighbor 
hood 'cause I live right around here.

Daniel P. Moynihan
The Little Wobbly Table Next

to the Men's Room, Elaine's

Sirs:
Do you know how you can tell 

which housewives shopping in the 
supermarket are into women's lib? 
By the haircurlers under their arms! 
If you prim this, can I still use it in 
my giant book about a family of Irish 
kikes who stab each other in the tits 
with pen knives?

Norman Mailer 
Apt. 3B

Tudor Sedan Towers 
Passaic, New Jersey

10 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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If you Ve got the salt, 
Ive got the Sauza.

Nothing gets a good thing going 
better than Tequila Sauza. That's 
because Sauza is the Niimero Uno 
TequiU in all of Mexico. And tfcat'g 
because Tequila Sauza Silver or 
Gold does best all the things 
anybody would want Tfequila to do,

TYy it the classic down- 
Mexico way: in a shot glass, with 
salt and lime on the side. Or in a 
Margahta. Or in a Sunrise. Who 
knows where it will all lead?

X

Tequila 80 Proof. Sole U.S. Importer. National Distil
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Say, "Hey!" It's your old Uncle Peej 
"back with another dump-the-drawers- 
and-rifle-the-ugly-file issue. Comes 
around regular as clockwork   twice a 
year, the plant life down in accounting 
makes us run all the stud we bought 
when we were drunk. You know how 
it is. Say you're a young editor who's 
been working hard all afternoon on a 
bottle o( George Dickel and a plastic 
trash bag full of ice cubes. In comes a 
nineteen-year-old free-lance artist in 
vulva-colored hot pants and a pair of 
fuck-me shoes. She has this petulant 
lower lip that's broadcasting on the 
international emergency oral sex fre 
quency, and first thing you know, 
you've purchased half a dozen color 
pages worth of orphaned kittens suf 
fering from a form of ocular giantism. 
Or say a fellow loans you his 
Lamborghini Urraco for a heavy week 
end at Stowe with the promising 
young star of Girl Scout Suck Slaves. 
It then becomes remarkably tempting 
to purchase his 85,000 word humorous 
spoof on the complete works of 
Emanuel Swedenborg.

Of such compromises is life made, 
and so's this issue. Anyway, at least 
it won't be as bad as January. What 
the fuck was that all about? The 
cover, for instance  I mean, if you 
know what the joke was, will you 
please write and tell me? Personally, I

think Doug Kenney's cerebral cortex 
has crash-landed. That editorial of his 
  am I wrong, or was it, well...inco 
herent? And the JFK assassination p 
thing. Christ almighty, did that ever 
suck. Those Ant Farm hippie jack-ofis 
would blow a dog if you told them it 
was a hairy hash pipe. They really shit 
themselves with that "Eternal Frame" 
junk, you ask me. Bunch of queers. I 
wouldn't take those douche-bags to a 
rat shoot if they strapped carpet tubes 
to their asses and ran around on all 
fours squeaking for cheese. And while 
I'm on the subject, what gives with 
the forty-eight color photographs of 
fire hydrants? Hey, Kenney, you think 
you work for fucking Art Forum, huh? 
Jeez.

So much for the editorializing. Now 
what? Goddamned art director's going 
apeshit. Says if he doesn't get any 
print run-over, he'll have to use pic 
tures of his mom in all those spaces 
next to the ads for used panties, Day- 
Glo rim-job posters, and Bay City 
Roller T-shirts that our magazine is 
full of, and she's liable not to dig that 
at all, and come to think of it neither 
would the readers unless they're into 
bestiality or something. Hmmm.... 
Guess I could take this opportunity to 
get cute girls' names into print. That 
always impresses them. Hello there,

Iris Brown! (Iris has raven-colored 
hair, the face of a goddess, and eyes 
like limpid pools. She also says she 
can't go out tonight because her cousin 
might come over from across the- 
street and that goes double (or next 
month.) Moving right along. Greetings 
to adorable Diane Trubull of Hamil 
ton, Ohio. Lots of people make fun of 
Diane because she comes from Hamil 
ton, Ohio, but lots of people date 
things the stork must have had drop- 
forged. And last but not least, a spe 
cial great big "Hi!" and a kiss to 
Andrea Ambandos. You may think 
Ambandos is a ridiculous last name, 
but it doesn't look so funny on 180 of 
the world's largest oil tankers. Eat 
your heart out, Stavros Niarchos.

Did you hear the one about the 
Polish girl who was startled by a loud 
noise while giving a blow job? She 
swallowed her diaphragm. You had 
heard that? Sorry.

Let's try some office gossip: 
New staff writer Peter Kaminsky

has lots of political opinions that sound, 
frankly, Communistic. Some say 
Peter's a boring hippie; others think 
his traitorous entrails should be torn 
out and fed to the rats we grind up in 
our grain shipments to Soviet Russia, 
where they don't know rodents from

continued on page 106
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Had it with hot taste?
Then put down what you're
smoking and pick up the
extra cool taste of KGDL ^

Come up to KGDL

TT<

A

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

KGDL
KGDL

KINGS SUPER LONGS

Kings, 17 mg. "tar, "1.3 mg.nicoiine ; Longs, 17 mg. "tar, 1 
1.2 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report Nov. 75
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"FROM EVERY STAGE"
A new, live collection of her first 15 years of great music.

(Ain't Conns Let Nobody}
Turn Me Around
Blessed Are
Love Song To A Stranger/Part II
I Shall Be Released
Suianne
Biowin' In The Wind
Stewball
The Ballad Of Sana fit Vanzetti
Foreuar Young
Natalia
Love Is Just A Four-Letter Word
Joe Hill

*fr JRnst ..

The performances in this 
recording were selected 

from concerts by 
Joan Baex during the 

summer of H)7o. 
The artistic goal of the 
album was to faithfully 

recreate the music 
as it was experienced 

by the audiences at 
those concerts and 
to make the record- 

^_x ing as natural 
L as the original 

performances.

Cow, Swo«t C 
Oh, Happy Day
Lily, Rosemary And The Jack Of Hearts 
Boulder To Birmingham 
Amazing Grace
The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down 
Please Come To Boston
Includes 8 songs previously unrecorded

ON ARM RECORDS &TAI
Produced far David Keislianhaum

piicod 2-record u*. '
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It's all in your hands now,
These essential music-making tools let you get in, around, and behind 
your music. One part, one track at a time. Then when all the elements are 
the best they can be, you blend them together and generate the finished 
product. A process that involves your innermost sensitivities and 
perceptions. A personal statement.

The 3340 has undoubtedly helped more people make more demos 
and masters than any other tape recorder. Our new model, A-3340S, has 
extended high end frequency response in the sync mode, plus manual 
cueing. The Model 2 is about the best value going in small mixers 6-in, 
4-out with full panning and multiple patch points. Plug in a few high quality 
TEAC ME-Series electret condenser mics, and you could be 
quite literally in business.

Just call toll free -» 
(800) 447-4700, 
in Illinois, 322-4400 
for the name of 
your nearest 
TEAC dealer. 
When you have 
the right tools, 
the work is 
more productive.

The leader. Always has been
TEAC Corporation of America

7733 TOegraph Road, Montebello. Calif. 906-10
©TEAC 1975
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ATHu
BW" Momentous change purse from 
Pinkeye, S.Dak.!!! More stuff overheard 
said by Kissinger anent Nixon, and not 
previously reported: "Nixon's a nasty 
old thing. And he's a sissy, too. And 
I'm going to fell my daddy what he did, 
and my daddy's going to tell the prin 
cipal, and Dicky's going to get in a lot 
of trouble. So there." Why does the 
press keep these things from us? What 
has the freedom of the fourth estate 
come to? Who stole my carrot? 
BW~ Eyepopping portfolio from 
Cleavage, Alaska!!! The Elizabeth 
Seton story grinds to a start in June 
under the jodhpurs and swagger stick 
of Ken Russell. Title unsettled. Saint- 
omania under consid. Also, The Nun 
Friend. Working title: The God 
Blowers. Oh, well. It was also dis 
covered that Ken Russell is not a 
human being, but a cruelty. He comes

in a little candy box and looks like 
any other bonbon. But, when it comes 
time to sign a contract, his pinky- 
ringed hand reaches out quicker than 
a roach in a follow spot. Ken is taken 
out every night by his keeper, Elislia 
Cook, Jr., and put back in the day 
time. Ken does the same for Cookie, 
singing to him, and tucking him into 
the identical gold foil. His film 
cutter is June Haver. 
1W Rip-roaring briefcase from Snow- 
job, N. Dak.!!! Now the truth can be 
told! Nixon's Irish setter, King Tima- 
hoe, was "Deep Throat"!!! O, rightly 
named   for miniature recording de 
vices were introduced twice daily into 
his Wayne Kibble, and morning and 
evening Carl Bernstein and Bob 
Woodward followed his spoor with a 
shovel as he was aired. Timahoe, who 
didn't even like the president, would 
just lie around during those secret 
conferences when the dirt was dished, 
smiling to himself how he could go 
into any room in the White House 
unsuspected. "Timahoe had a remark 
able ear for the significant and the pi 
quant," says Bernstein. "We're trying 
to have him extradited right now from 
San Clemente, before Nixon tries to 
cover him up. In the body politic.

Nixon is a hangnail. In future, he's 
likely to say he wants to make it 
perfectly clear he never even knew 
Timahoe."
WT Red-hot knapsack from Flatu- 
late, Idaho!!! The congressional debate 
to change the name ol Ml. McKinley 
is approaching the wire. McKinley 
was a Republican, so the Denis want 
to call it Mt. Czologosz. Likewise, 
when the Dems try to dub it Mt. 
Kennedy, the GOPs put forth Mt. 
Oswald, or at least Mi. Sirhan. "Mt. 
Lincoln!" shout the Reps between 
licks of their ice cream cones. "Mt. 
Booth!" counter the Dems. One 
thing's sure, nobody's going to get it 
named Mt. Malcolm X. As to the 
Indians, whose name for it, D&nali, 
means "The Great One," they think 
it would be nice if it could lend its 
name to presidents, rather than vice 
versa. Those who do not stand with 
their eyes raised to heaven asking, 
"How?" are glaring at the dirt mum 
bling, "Ugh!'
tff~ Dumbfounding keister from 
Muss, Wis.!!! Eric Clapton's new 
record, Dental Floss, is actually made 
oi white dental floss, and it you uncoil 
it, you can really use it! Because you 
will then not be able to hear the

continued

RHi ' , ,d
Roach PO182 Worthinglon, Ohio 43085
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A new high performance 
additive for your can

The all-new Jensen stereo speaker kits won't 
help your car go faster. Or run better. What they 
will do is maximize the performance of your radio 
or8-track in a way you never thought possible.
The next best thing to home speaker sound.

When our engineers designed these new 
Jensens, they incorporated all the things we know 
about making home speakers. That's why inside 
you'll find features like Flexair® woofer 
suspension and powerful Syntox-6*" ceramic 
magnets. They combine to provide rich sound 
reproduction you won't find in any comparably 
priced car speaker.
Another Jensen first true coaxial car speakers 
in 4", 5V4H and 6" x 9" sizes.

Jensen is the only company that offers a true 
coaxial speaker in three compact sizes.

Sweeter"', our new space-saving solid state 
tweeter, is one of the reasons why. It allowed us to 
develop two revolutionary new models—the 
Jensen 4" and 51A" coaxials. Together with our 
6" x 9" model, they now make it possible for 
anyone to obtain home speaker sound quality 
in his car. 
Ask your local Jensen dealer for a demonstration.

You won't know what you're missing until you 
hear these new Jensen car speakers perform 
for you.

For a free catalog, write Jensen Sound 
Laboratories, 4310Trans World Road, Schiller 
Park, Illinois60176.

SOUND rAIU)K VIOHIE*
vine ScMI«Piik.Ulinoa60176

Sound Laboratories
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Bell & Howell Schools announces new ways to learn skills in 
electronics without ever going to class or giving up your job!

Pick the one
Don't envy the man with skills in 

electronics... become one!
If you had to drop everything and go off to school to learn 
new skills in electronics, there's a chance you might not 
do it. But now the programs you follow at home offer the 
same educational quality and content as if you had taken 
them at any of our eight resident schools!

So why not do it at home? You'll have the satisfaction of 
knowing you're getting the best Bell & Howell Schools 
has to offer  without giving up your job, your paycheck, 
and your way of life! And this is just part of our major 
breakthrough in learning electronics at home.

Just look at what Bell & Howell Schools 
can offer you now.

First, you'll master the Fundamentals through a program 
that includes a fascinating series of experiments you per 
form yourself. Not until then are you asked to pick your 
electronics specialty. And what a choice you'll have!

You might decide to get right into Communications 
Electronics and explore the compelling area of two-way 
radio. Or perhaps you'll choose the far-reaching field of 
Digital/Industrial Electronics. On the other hand, if you 
prefer to learn Home Entertainment Electronics first, 
you'll have your pick of two exciting programs to tackle!

I. AUDIO ELECTRONICS
The first self-instruction program including

4-channel technology! Explore this totally unique
sound of the 70's as you experiment with testing

equipment and learn with a sound center
featuring Bell & Howell's superb

quadraphonic equipmentlt
Learn about 4-channel sound  without a doubt the most 
impressive technical advancement in sound realism in 
years. A development by which separately recorded chan 
nels literally wrap a room in sound.

And now, for the first time, you can also discover this 
latest achievement in audio electronics with a fascinating 
self-instruction program that explores the whole area of 
audio technology including 4-channel sound reproduction! 
A program that could lead you in exciting new directions 
with professional skills and technical know-how.

You actually experiment with Bell & Howell's
high-performance 4-channel audio center...

including amplifier and FM/FM-Stereo tuner.
Understanding today's audio technology requires prac 
tical experience with high-caliber equipment. And with 
the Bell & Howetl amplifier and tuner, you've got the tech 
nological tools you need to develop occupational skills 
and know-how.

The 4-channel amp gives you the circuitry you need to 
signal-trace low-level circuits, troubleshoot high-power 
amplifier stages, check the operation of tone control cir 

cuits, and investigate full logic, 4-channel decoding 
and front-to-back separation. 
The tuner you build has both superior perform 
ance specs and state-of-the-art features such as: 
all solid state, FET front end for superior sen 
sitivity, crystal IF niters for wide bandwidth, 
and a superior stereo multiplex circuit for 
excellent stereo separation.

f Cabinets ami speakers available at extra cost.
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you want!
Simulated TV tost pattern.

You cover the full range of audio 
electronic principles.

When you finish, you'll have the ability to work on the full 
range of audio equipment such as tape recorders, cassette 
players, FM antennas, and commercial sound systems. 

Get complete information on this exciting new program 
by mailing the card - today!

II. TV ELECTRONICS
Gain new skills in Home Entertainment

Electronics in an unusual self-instruction
program that includes a new generation color TV!
This is the first program of its kind to include the study of 
digital electronics. And what better or more exciting way 
to learn about it than to actually build and test a 25'<- 
diagonal color TV employing digital electronics?

You'll probe into the digital technology behind all-elec 
tronic tuning and channel numbers that appear on the 
screen! An on-screen digital clock that shows the time to 
the second! You'll also gain a better understanding of the 
exceptional color clarity of the Black Matrix picture tube, 
as well as a working knowledge of "state-of-the-art" inte 
grated circuitry and the 100% solid-state chassis.

As you build this remarkable, new-generation color TV, 
you'll not only learn how advanced integrated circuitry 
works, but how to detect and troubleshoot problems in 
any area.

Sound good? Then mail the postage-paid card today for 
more details.
Whichever way 
you decide to go, 
you'll get to build 
and experiment 
with your own 
electronics laboratory.'
"Hands on" working 
experience with the 
latest equipment is the 
keytoBell&Howell 
Schools' home training.

It's certainly the most fascinating way to master the Fun 
damentals. We start you off with the Lab Starter Kit to help 
you understand basic electronic principles by actually 
making them work!

Next, you'll assemble Bell & Howell's exclusive Electro- 
Lab *' electronics training system. Here is a design console 
for assembling test circuits. A digital multimeter for 
accurately measuring voltage, current, and resistance. 
And a solid-state "triggered sweep" oscilloscope for ana 
lyzing the functioning of tiny integrated circuits!

We try to give more personal attention than 
any other self-instruction program,

Should you ever have a question, we'll be there to help. 
While many schools make you mail in your questions, we 
have a Toll-Free Phone-in Assistance Service for questions

"Elearo-Liib'-" is a registered trademark of the Boll & Unwell Company

that can't wait. Bell & Howell Schools also holds in-person 
"Help Sessions" in 50 major cities at various times through 
out the year. There you can talk shop with fellow students 
and receive additional help from instructors. These per 
sonalized programs cannot guarantee you a job or income 
opportunities in electronics, but do equip you with impor 
tant occupational skills. The knowledge you pick up could 
help you look for a job   or advance in the one you already 
have.

Mail the postpaid card today for full details!
Taken for vocational purposes, these programs are ap-

§ roved by the state approval agency for Veterans' Benefits, 
end for full details today.

If card is missing, write: 748X
An Electronics Home Study School 
DeVRY INSTITUTE OFTECHnOLQGY
ONE OF THE

DP BELL & HOWELL SCHOOLS
4141 Belmoni, Chicago, Illinois 60641
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Birdbath
continued

record, this will help prevent both the 
decay of your teeth and your taste. 
Or Scuttlebutterich reticule from 
Durst Ye, Okla.!!! After topping her 
nine-foor-ihree high jump record 
under hypnosis, beautiful Rosaline 
Few was scratched irorn the big show 
by Olympic Games Chancellor Dean 
Martin, who ruled that all Olympic 
medallions be banned and the stadium 
torch be doused lest contestants stare 
too fixedly into them before competing. 
"These unnecheshary intoxchicanshts 
are a blight on the bumblebee," said 
the great hermeneutist and former

ballet star as he gingerly toppled over 
backwards in his Morrish chair. 
Wayta call 'em, Deano!!!! 
irr Scintillating duffle bag from 
Gotcha, Mass.!!! Head of Argentina's 
government since her husband died, 
President Isabel Peron is switch 
ing professions. Following her physical 
and emotional collapse after the fist- 
fights which levelled the Argentine 
Congress, "Belle" Peron sighed: "They 
were always fighting over me, those 
men, and saying dirty things in Span 
ish ov something. What was I, a poor, 
lorn girl, to do? I've leaving it all 
behind. Farewell, you nasty big old 
men, you!" Her closest political aide,

PACKAGED PA's & MICROPHONES 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PROFESSIONAL

PA 120
100 watts RMS wiihan 

extremely wide dynamic 
range to handle musical 
instruments as well as vocals 
with super fidelity; 4 
channels with volume, bass, 
treble, and reverb controls 
on each channel; a very 
functional master section 
containing controls for 
overall volume and reverb; 
professional response and 
maximum portability make 
the Peavey PA 120 the ideal 
PA amp for small clubs and 
auditoriums. List price: 
$275.

STANDARD PA
130 watts RMS; 4 

entirely seperatc channels 
with two wide range inputs 
along wilh volume, bass, 
treble, and reverb on each 
channel; master section 
containing controls for overall 
volume, bass, treble, and 
veverb for professional PA 
effects: a monitor output 
jack for driving an external 
monitor system; ultra modern 
design and extremely 
wide dynamic range create a 
versatile, rugged PA amp 
that is without question 
the finest in its price range. 
List price: S300.

PA 400
The Peavey PA 400 

approaches the ultimate 
in "packaged" PA amps. 
200 watts RMS; 6 channels 
with low and high gain 
inputs, controls for volume, 
bass, treble, middle, 
and re verb/effects send on 
each; a master section 
featuring master controls for 
volume, reverb, treble, bass, 
middle, and effects for 
optimum bulunce of iht entire 
system; unique "scanning" 
anti-feedback filters that may 
be activated in the low 
and high frequencies to tune 
out feedback; a patch 
panel containing outputs for 
driving external mixers, 
power amps, monitor, or 
effects units: auxiliary 
inputs, power amp input, 
and an input for reverb 
foots witch are featured in this 
highly professional unit. The 
exceptionally reasonable 
price of Ihe PA 400 reflects 
the sophistication of 
engineering and design 
rather than any lack of features 
and is in accord with the 
Peavey policy of producing 
the very best unit for the 
least money. List price: 
S400.

All Peavey PA amps 
are available with a variety 
of columns and enclosures.

The Peavey line of 
professional low and high 
impedance microphones 
was designed to comply 
with the high standards of 
quality found in Peavey 
public address systems. 
Peavey mikes feature 
extremely wide frequency 
response with a very tight 
cardroid paliem for clean, 
realistic, vocal or 
instrument reproduction. 
All mikes come complete 
with a rugged, foam padded 
carrying case, deluxe 
mike holder, and a 20 fool 
cable. All have on/off 
switches and excellent shock 
isolation. List price (all 
models): $99.50.

Kor a look at the 
complete line of 
Peavey professional sound 
equipment including PA 
Mixer/Amps, speaker 
enclosures. Mono & stereo 
Mixers, guitar amps, and a 
host of other quality sound 
reinforcement gear write: 
Peavey Electronics / Box 
2m/ Meridian, MS 39301. 
We'll send you a free 
catalog. You'll be 
impressed.

astrologer Jose Lopez Rega, says 
Madame Peron will reenter the bor 
dello where Peron lound her. "It's 
her seventh house," says he- "Grac 
ious me," responded the Widow Peron, 
"1 hope and pray I shall da nothing of 
the sort. Rather, I mean to fulfill a 
girlhood ambition of mine. If I can 
make it, I'm going to become a 
stewardess."
Vf~ Titillating steamer trunk from 
Wargames, Vt.!!! The Smithsonian 
has unveiled a new exhibit: Betty 
Grable's legs! The luscious gams were 
willed to the Institute by the famed 
star, whose career "stemmed" from 
them. They go up to but do not in 
clude the private parts, and are dis 
played in an otherwise dark room 
standing spotlighted on a diamond 
horseshoe dais in pink pomponed 
high heeled mules, while a tape of 
Betty's eggy voice warbles, "Cuddle 
up a little closer, baby mine."
 W Saying of the month: "What is 
cowardice but a premature hastening 
to the victory ball?"   R.Minding.
 *- Colossal pung from Desert 
Swamp, Iowa!!! Ginger Roger lives! 
Ginger Rogers (twenty-three) has 
been in a mechanical respirator for 
the past four years. "I feel won 
derful," says Ginger, "and I met rny 
new lover in there." "Ginger is a 
grand gal," says Greg (ninety-two), her 
handsome new lover. "She's just as 
alive today as if she hadn't died nine 
years ago, which she did."

And it wasn't the first time, 
either," adds Ginger. "After all, I'm 
no spring chicken. I've died eight 
times all told. Dying is wonderful. I 
recommend it for everyone. Look at 
my fingernails. My blackheads are 
finally gone. And the most interest 
ing people pass by. Jay Sebring. Jeff 
Chandler. And the all-time great, 
Linda Darnell!" P

With every 01.00 you send the 
fabulously unsuccessful March 
1975 "Good-bye to All That" 
issue of the National Lampoon,

Send to: 
Can't Give It Away

Floor 4
635 Madison Are. 

New York, N.Y. 100S3
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One 
of a
kind.

He does more 
than inhabit He lives. 
Because he knows.

He smokes for pleasure.
He gets it from the blend 

of Turkish and Domestic 
tobaccos in Camel Filters.

Doyou?

Turkish and 
Domestic Blend

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Andy Warhol's unfinished symphony.
We asked Andy Warhol to paint a 
picture of a Pioneer high fidelity 
receiver. He can't seem to finish. 
He says he gets so wrapped up in 

[y the beautiful sound of the subject 
that he can't concentrate on the 
way it looks.

Andy is a great artist, film- 
maker and journalist. And he's a 
man who appreciates great music. 
He knows you can't have great 
music unless you have great 
equipment.

That's why he owns Pioneer.
As far as the portrait goes, he. 

has our unfinished sympathy.
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 

75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, 
New Jersey 07074. 
West: 13300S,Estrella, Los Angeles 
90248 / Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf. 
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 
Canada: S. H. Parker Co.

to PIONEER
when you want something belt'"

- ••airiiiliiimli'
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Wholly Sane Man Axes
Wife, Child-Spares Se/f

  Details inside

OUTLOOK:
Bleak

AIR QUALITY:
Acceptable

IND 
3449D

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS 
and they'll do the same for you.

SERVING THE NATIONAL LAMPOON SINCE 1975

Volume1,NaLXX!l March 1976 \fellowStreak Edition 100 cents

WHO BURNED 
THE CHOU?

WB^Bvma "^m^^f^L "^•^^•^^^^^^•^r^BTW^^^K^^r^^^^B **&M^H
Former Chou En Lai lies in state as grieving Commies mourn (left). Later that day,China overtook the 
West in critical category of heads of state who have been converted into two quarts of hydrocarbons 
and common oxides (right).
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Chip Off 
Old Blecch

Jackie Bares All 
Reveals Love

Tom Snyder, host of 
NBC's "Tomorrow 11 

show, suffered a mis 
hap today when a large 
piece of his hair 
chipped off and fell to 
the studio floor. Cos 
metic technicians are 
making repairs, and 
expect to have the host 
in working order soon.

Flashlight on Freon, 
Our Silent 
Friend
by Brittanica Dimwiddie

f ri i iw f nriui jrn
Jacqueline On- 

assis maintained "a 
close personal re 
lationship" with 
former President
John F. Kennedy 
from 1957 until his 
death in 1963.

Speaking before a 
morning news confer 
ence in the Hole!
Pierre, the fading jet set 
beauty produced 
records of over twenty 
phone calls placed to
JFK during his While 
House years. She had 
evidence of some
thirty-seven White 
House lunches as well 
as photographs show
ing the two lovers leav
ing "more than one" 
hotel.

Asked to comment.
former Kennedy aides 
were at a loss to place 
the stylish social 
climber, but did ob
serve a similarity be-

iween photographs of 
Jackie and Kennedy 
para m o u r .1 u d i t h 
Campbell E x n e r . 
Reached at his pool- 
side o f f i ce , f o r m e r
brain-trusier Arthur 
Schlesinger said, 
"There were so many 
women in and out of 
the Oval Office (and 
bedroom) that it's hard 
to remember this Jack
ie person. Anyway, 
.lack really went for 
blondes most of the 
time."

Reduced to a noma 
dic way of life since her 
White House years,
Mrs. Onassis has 
bounced back and 
forth from such back
waters as Gstaad. Si.
T r o p e 7. . A n d New 
York's seedy Park Av
enue. She has fond
memories of her love 
affair with the former 
president "He was a 
warm and wonderful
Keynesian liberal and

a very forceful lover. In 
bed he was always the 
commandcr-in-chief to 
me, and that's part of 
the reason he'll always 
be the only man I'll
ever love." 

Jackie plans to "tell 
all" in her forihcoming 
memoirs, revealing all 
the goings on in Camc- 
lol and clearing up 
some of the rumored
links between Kennedy 
and tlie notorious jet 
set. Making it perfectly 
clear that she is
"serious and not just a 
scandalmonger." she 
will demand a "show of
good faith" from any 
publisher to prove that 
they will treat her
memoirs with the re
spect and dignity due 
the office of the presi
dent. When asked to
name a figure that 
would represent good 
faith, Jackie replied. 
"Nothing less than
$2,500.000."

Hold Meat Until Demands Met
Terrorists protesling

the illegal use of toilet
bowl cleaners against
the lower classes of
Soulhern Iceland are

holding two sides of
beef and a shoulder of
lamb they kidnapped
from a Krogers in Illi
nois today. They are

demanding a plane.
two Remington electric
shavers, and four pack
ets of Mrs. Paul's Fro
zen Fishsticks.

How would you like to eat a bowl of warm
Jello? Or have your thick, juicy pork chops turn 
green and moldy? Sounds like a nightmare, but it 
might have happened, if Freon wasn't invented. 
Freon is that miracle ingredient, that magical gas 
that makes our refrigerators refrigerate and our 
air conditioners air condition. Freon, a silent,
odorless (and quite harmless) gas, is singlehand- 
edly responsible for keeping our foods (and our 
bodies!) cool and fresh. 

Contrary to popular belief, Freon is not a 
natural gas. It is totally artificial and was invented 
in 1921 by Dr. Robert Fishback, a chemist in the 
DuPont laboratories. According to Dr. Fishback,
Freon wasn't even invented, bin came about 
through a happy accident. "1 accidentally spilled 
some aceticalycilic chloride into a solution of 
carbon tctrahazolinc. and before I could clean it
up, it turned into this gaslike ingredient that 
emanated coolness," said Fishback in his book, 
Freon, Our Silent Friend, to which 1 am indebted
for much of my information. 

The technical details of how Dr. Fishback 
converted this happy accident into what we know
as Freon need not concern us. It is enough to say
that his achievement was a monumental one. one 
of those staggering accomplishments of modern
science that we all blithely take for granted.
Today, the DuPont company manufactures over 
one billion gallons of Freon every year, enough 
Freon to fill the Houston Astrodome every day for 
eleven years! Added to this, DuPont licenses the
manufacture of Freon to over 100 oilier compa 
nies, whose combined output is well over one
million billion gallons. If we gave a gallon of 
Freon to every person in the world every Jay. we 
would not use up the supply for three hundred and
eighty-six years! Think about this the next time
your air conditioner or refrigerator breaks down.
Then perhaps you won't be so blase about the
wonders of Freon, one of the best friends you ever
had.
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ARAB RADICALS 
KIDNAP SELVES

Threaten to Kill Each Other 
If Demands Aren't Met

Benghazi, 
Libya  Members 
of the Palestinian 
Liberation Organi 
zation walked into 
their own head 
quarters this morn 
ing and, drawing 
their guns, took 
over their offices.

IRA Bomb 
Drive Begins 

This Week
New York The 

annual IRA Bomb 
Drive began last 
night with a kick- 
off dinner at the 
plush Palm Court 
of the Plaza Hotel 
here.

New York governor 
Hugh Carey was llie 
keynote speaker. The 
theme of lliis year's 
drive is "Plant a Bomb 
in Ireland," and Gov 
ernor Carey asked his 
audience to redouble 
their efforts on behalf 
of [he hard-pressed 
Irish national home 
land. Among those in 
attend a nee at t \\ e 
SlOOO-a-bomb dinner 
were Ella and Barry 
Fit/gerald, Larry and 
Margaret O'Brien. Joe 
and Mary McCarthy, 
Dennis and Georgia 
O'Keeffe. Norm and 
Bing Crosby. Carmel 
and Anthony Quinn. 
Donald and Carroll 
O'Connor, George and 
Ethel Kennedy. Lloyd 
and Gary N o I a n , 
A u die and Bride 
Murphy. Eugene and 
TalLirn O'Neii. John 
and Maureen O'Hara. 
(comin tied on /;. 11C. 
Home and Garden Sec-

They are reported 
ly holding them 
selves hostage.

Libyan armed forces 
quickly surrounded the 
building, bul PLO 
members, using a 
loudspeaker, warned 
the troops lhat "if you 
gel any closer, we'll kill

us. 
The principal PLO

demand is said to be 
withdrawal of all Israe 
li forces from Israel. 
According to informed 
sources, they have 
threatened to begin 
killing themselves if 
(his demand is not met 
immediately.

UFO:
Unionized
Flying
Object

Herb Pfeltzer, a 
fifty-seven year old 
Teamster who 
claims he is psy 
chic, told reporters 
today that he 
knows of the 
whereabouts of 
James Hoffa, miss 
ing since July 30.

Pfeltzer claims that 
he had the hammer 
down on Interstate 70 
when the voice of God 
came over his C.B., 
warning him of a speed 
trap up ahead. While

he had Him on llie 
C.B., Pfeltzer claims, 
he asked Him where 
Jimmy was. "He told 
me this, and I swear it's 
the truth." said the 
psychi.c truck driver. 
"Jimmy Hoffa has 
been kidnapped by 
Martian manufacturers 
to arbitrate a contract 
with the Venusian la 
borers. 1 swear that's 
what he said!"

Pfeltzer has been 
employed with the 
Anthony Provenzano 
Transportation and 
Storage Company for 
thirty-six years.

By JIZ WENNER
Who's the rock sensation critics arc calling the 

latest Bob Dylan? It's elfin poet/songstress Patti 
Smith. Spotted by Clive Davis. Arista Records' 
hot fat president. Smith is destined for big things, 
like cars and apartments. Described by Davis as a 
"butt-blistering good poet." others less kind have 
referred to her as ;i "leftover piece of sixties 
amphetamine filth."

Palti claims to be influenced by Arthur Rim 
baud, the dead French poet. Unable at this time to 
read her mentor's work in the original French, she 
is taking a course from Jejune Correspondence 
Schools, which will enable her to read everything 
Rimbaud wrote in the present tense by sometime 
next year. Rimbaud himself claimed absinthe and 
opiates as major influences, bul died before he 
could perceive the effects of steady and increasing 
dosages.

Although poetry is Patti's strong point, she's no 
Lenard Cohen in the music department, either. 
Chief boil at Arista. Ciive Davis. says she's "one of 
the best Bob Dylans to come along musically in 
years."

The life of a rock "phenom" is not an easy one. 
Catapulted from obscurity to stardom almost 
overnight, many young stars arc unable to adjust 
to the rapid change in their lifestyles. "How much 
is that in tips?" one of the more recent Bob Dylans 
was reported to have asked Clive Davis when 
presented with a check for $300,000. About the 
only difference good fortune has made to Patti is 
that she has been able to acquire several more 
exotic homosexuals, which she keeps as house 
pets. Her manager. Judah Wcinbottle. has invest 
ed the rest of the money for her in "muhipre- 
ferrecl across-the-board exacto cow chips at the 
Aqueduct exchange."

How far will Palti go? Only lime will tell, but we 
can say this: if shit for tils means anything at all, 
she'll go a long, long way.
Next month: Backstage at New York's fabled 
Bells of Hell, in the dressing room with the Martha 
Graham modern moving and dance company, 
and in the showers with Barry Manilow. "the 
homo's Bob Dylan."

EMBROIDERED SHIRTS FROM MEXICO $13.95

CLASSIC WEDDING DESIGN MARIJUANA DESIGN

Country Sorufls, Box 40, Dept.N36 
Carlsbad, Ca. 92008
Please send me ___ shuts Style______ 
Size ——— Embroidery color lor A_______ 
I have enclosed S__._. Please add SI-00 for 
postage & handling California residents add 6% 
sales tax

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refundedCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Four ways to
get someone in the music business 

to listen to your song.

The sure way is the 
1976 American Song Festival.

Instead of going to ridiculous lengths to get a music business 
heavy to hear your song, enter it in the 1976 American Song 
Festival songwriting competition. We'll guarantee your song will 
be heard. At least twice. And by ttie "right 1 people. Because the 
right people serve as our judges. They're A & R pros, music 
executives, aitists and publishers.

Ail you need is a song. You don't even have to write music, 
because all entries are submitted on cassettes. And there are cat 
egories for all kinds of music.

If you've been dreaming about being in the music business 
instead of just reading about it, this could be the break you've been 
looking for.

Over the past two years, more (han 5250,000 in cash prizes 
have been awarded. Bul even more important, there's a chance to 
advance your career with recording and publishing contracts. 
That's what happened to many of our past entrants. This year it 
could happen to you.

We are accepting entries now, so mail this coupon today for 
complete information and an official entry form.

To- &** ^ne American Song Festival
F^ (An International Songwriting Competition) 

• 5900 Wilshire Blvd., W. Pavilion, Los Angeles, CA 90036
(213)930-1090 . 

From: 
Name ________

{Please print)

Address _

City .Zip.
A presentation of Sterling Recreation Organization NLP
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Sports Column

by Red Ruffansore
By [he time you read this (deadlines in this 

man's game of journalism being what they are. bin 
dial's another story), the pampered dcni/.ens ol 
the diamond, the overgrown boys who play the 
grand old game for gold instead of glory-in a 
word, the professional baseball players-will 
doubtless be picketing the parks, turning the 
innocent ritual of spring training into a pointless 
exercise in petulant nay-saying strife.

Didja ever wonder, while riding the bus to the 
plant where you bust your tail every day for just 
enough not ID meet the mortgage, and you read in 
the paper about how some flannel-chid lout gets 
paid more in a season than you'll make in a 
lifetime to shag the odd lly ball in the sun. 
"Hey what the heck is goin" on?"

Some little low-headed rube with ihe 1Q of a 
tuber develops, as his sole motor skill, the ability 
10 hit a ball with a stick one time out of six. he gets 
drafted onto an expansion team that'll put any 
thing slill breathing in its starting lineup, and 
suddenJy he's earning more llian ;; college prof, a 
five star general, or even yours truly.

And (he nexl thing you know, the ingrate goes 
on slrike, because all mean old organized baseball 
asked in return for guaranteeing the moron life- 
longsccurity and all Ihe beer he can swill is (hat he 
loaf around in the sun wearing whatever color 
uniform the owners decide to give him.

Thai means he's being exploited, you under 
stand, and his civil rights have been violated.

Well. I'll lell you one damn thing, and that is. if 
1 had to pay to gel into the ballpark. I wouldn't go. 
If the owners had laken my advice, back then, and 
not hired Robinson and Dobey and all those guys, 
why. this year they could lell their high-mucky- 
muck holdouts to stay out. and they'd have a vast 
talent pool of eager ballplayers from the all-Negro 
leagues to replace them with. As it is. the only 
recourse open to the owners is lo sign up those 
Oriental kids who've been winning Little League 
titles for years, and who you can bet would be glad 
to play big league ball in the U.S. of A. without 
quibbling about their so-called civil rights. As 
usual. Formosa is our last, best hope.

Red Hots. ... Tennis heart-ihrob Jimmy Connors 
has inked a multi-buck pact lo play the role of 
"Big" Bill Tilden in the upcoming AIP flick The 
Love Set, penned before her untimely demise by 
the late, greal Jaekie Sustinn. . . . East Coast track 
touts impatiently wailing for Ruffian's will to 
clear probate. . . . Come spring training time, 
we all miss Casey Slengel more than ever. In 
any argument, the Perfesser always gol in the 
last word. I remember once he said to me."Red, 
why don't you eat a bowl of fuck?" Adios, 
amigos.

A
DIRTY 
BOOK

A paperback book 
literally scraped from 
the pages of the 
National Lampoon.

Not for the easily 
offended.

Not for the occasion 
ally offended.

Available at book 
stores whose proprie 
tors are strong 
proponents of the 
First Amendment.

If for some strange reason
you can't find it anywhere, send

$1.50 plus 50<E for postage and handling to:

National Lampoon 
635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 1OO22

P. S. It's A Dirty Book!

The staff of the NATIONAL LAMPOON 

wishes to tharik the Academy

for its very kind words 

on behalf of their forthcoming special edition,

THE NAKED AND THE NUDE 

HOLLYWOOD AND BEYOND

The NATIONAL LAMPOON special on the movies,

which will be out shortly,

is great but, in all modesty,

it's not that great.
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This year there will be thirteen 
issues of the National Lampoon.

One 
of them 
is a record 
album.

, Fbp"
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ANEWADULTCOMIC
* by the producer of *
ONE YEAR AFFAIR
America's FIRST Vol. ! 

$1.00 P4076

PYlfiAitll)
9 Garden St. 
Moonachie, 
NJ. 07074

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 
1 76-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage and handling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206 F 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213)477-8474

Our research papers are sofd for 
research purposes only.

Please rush my catalog
Enclosed is $1.00

[ Name 
i Address- 
City__ 
State_ Zip_

  Sgt. David Odett, a six-year veteran
with the Pontiac, Michigan, police 
lorce, stopped a suspicious-loo king 
hitchhiker. Odett put the hitchhiker 
into the back seal of his cruiser and 
went to retrieve a bag he saw the man 
throw into some bushes. The hitch 
hiker leaped into the front seat and 
drove away, leaving Odett holding the 
bag, which contained several bottles 
of wine and beer.

Odett fired and flattened a rear 
tire on his own car, but the hitch 
hiker continued his getaway. Odett 
then called for help on his portable 
radio.

The only other officer patrolling 
the township sped off to help, and as 
he was doing so, issued a county- 
wide alert for the stolen cruiser. 
Unknown to the authorities, the 
hitchhiker had already abandoned 
the car in the Oakland University 
parking lot, and fled on foot.

As police continued the search for 
the stolen car, two university police 
men, patrolling in separate cars, saw 
the other Pontiac Township police 
officer responding to his comrade's 
S.O.S. Thinking it was the stolen 
cruiser, the university police gave 
chase.

One campus policeman parked his 
cruiser across the road in order to 
stop the speeding vehicle   and shot 
the left front tire as it nearecl the 
makeshift roadblock.

The car came to a halt; but the 
second University police car was 
still in hot pursuit, and, unable to 
stop, it plowed into the roadblock, 
causing extensive damage to both cars.

The stolen police car was recovered 
one hour later. The hitchhiker had 
fled without a trace, but left his 
driver's license, which was attached

to Sgt. Oclett's clipboard. A warrant 
has been issued, charging the hitch 
hiker with car theft. The Wichita 
Eagle (R. Pritchard)

  Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Carlone 
began to smell an unpleasant odor in 
their kitchen in 1964, just after an 
Ohio Bell phone installer put in a 
telephone jack for their patio.

For the next eight years, the 
Carlones called in various lumigators, 
but none was able to locate the source 
of the stench.

On August 21, 1972, the kitchen 
wall began to bulge. Suddenly, the 
wall exploded, showering the horri 
fied Carlones and their guests with 
forty gallons ol human excrement 
that had been accumulating for eight 
years. Apparently, the Ohio Bell 
installer had, on that fateful clay in 
1964, drilled through a four-inch 
waste pipe connected to the upstairs 
plumbing fixtures. The human waste 
oozed out of the hole in the pipe and 
built up in the kitchen wall for eight 
years. The Carlones are seeking 
$290,000 in damages. Detroit Free 
Press (D. Halsey)

  Every day for fifty years, Jeanette 
Gilbert had afternoon tea in Robert 
Simon's cafe. Simon observed the 
widow's eighty-fifth birthday by 
promising her the free drink of her 
choosing every day for the rest of 
her life.

Although Mrs. Gilbert had never 
touched liquor, she couldn't resist 
Simon's birthday offer and ordered 
champagne and assorted liqueurs.

Leaving the restaurant, she got the 
hiccups, walked in front of a speeding 
truck, and was killed. Times Picayune, 
New Orleans (D. Petitfils)

  Alter Roberto Tercero reported that 
he had been robbed, police routinely 
questioned him in hopes of discover 
ing the thief's identity.

When asked if Tercero had noticed 
anything unusual about the robber's 
appearance, he replied, "He had pop- 
sicle sticks up his nose, gray socks 
on his hands, and he wore a brown 
paper bag as a hat." No arrests have 
as yet been made. New York T)aily 
News (J.P. McMahon)

A one-year subscription or the 
equivalent value in National Lam 
poon products will be given for items 
used. Send entries to: True Facts, 
National Lampoon, 635 Madison 
Ave.. N.Y., N.Y. 10022. In the event 
of -duplications, the earliest post 
mark is selected.
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RODUCT10N TO STEREO.
At Yamaha.we leel uniquely qualified 

to introduce you to the joys of true stereo 
high fidelity sound.

Since 1887, Yamaha has been mak 
ing some of the finest musical instru 
ments in the world. Pianos, organs, 
guitars, woodwinds, and brass.

With our musical instruments, we've 
defined the standard in the production 
of fine sound. And today, with our line of 
state-of-the-art stereo components, 
we're defining the standard of its repro 
duction.

However, at one time, owning a 
Yamaha stereo system tended to be 
a rather expensive proposition. Our 
"ultimate" system, for example, hailed by 
the critics for such innovations as 
Vertical-FET circuitry and beryllium 
dome speakers, carries a suggested re 
tail price of over $7,000.

But now, Yamaha introduces a selec 
tion of new stereo components that let 
your Yamaha audio dealer create a high 
quality system for a suggested retail 
price of around $700.

What you're getting is the same per 
formance and design concept of our 
most expensive system, but without the 
frills. Also, each component has been 
specially selected and matched to en 
hance the performance of the other 
components.

The Receiver: There's a lot more 
than power to our new CR-450 stereo 
receiver.

You'll enjoy brilliant tonality result 
ing from super low distortion—0.1% inter- 
modulation and total harmonic distortion. 
(These figures are amazing, considering 
most other competitive receivers are typ 
ically .5% to 1.0%!)

In addition, Yamaha offers a full com 
plement of functional features on the 
CR-450. Twin meters for precise tuning. 
High and Low Filters to eliminate noise 
interference. And two headphone jacks, 
so you don't have to listen alone. Plus 
our own exclusive Variable Loudness 
Control, which gives you full tonal bal 
ance—even at low volume levels.

The Turntable: Yamaha's new high- 
performance YP-450 shares many of the 
features of our "ultimate" system turn 
table, the YP-800.

A low mass tonearm, with adjustable 
height and anti-skating, allows the stylus 
to track flawlessly at the lightest pres 
sure. And the cue control is viscous- 
damped in both directions to prevent 
record damage.

A handsome walnut-grained base 
and a dusl cover are standard.

The Speakers: By the careful refine 
ment of proven acoustic and electronic
»•
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Yamaha International Corporation,
Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600-C,
Buena Park. Calif. 90620

Please send my free copy of
"An Introduction to Stereo"

NAMF

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ______ ZIP

i^j

VAMAUA

engineering principles, Yamaha's NS-2 
rivals the sound quality of many larger, 
more expensive speakers.

The NS-2's soft dome tweeter and 
high compliance, foam surrounded 
woofer (the same design principles fea 
tured in our superlative NS-690 speaker) 
offer excellent high frequency disper 
sion as well as clean, accurate bass 
reproduction.

Underneath the NS-2's removable 
grille cloth, quality construction is evi 
dent in the fully finished front cabinetry.

The Headphones: Yamaha's pat 
ented new Orthodynamic design HP-2 
combines the smooth highs of the best 
electrostatic headphones with the full, 
rich bass of the best dynamic types.

TheHP-2'scomfortable,featherlight 
styling (by Italian designer Mario Bellini) 
is now on display in the New York 
Museum of Modern Art.

An Introduction to Stereo. Chances 
are, when it comes to understanding 
terms like watts, dB's and signal-to-noise 
ratios, you're probably a little confused. 
So we've prepared a booklet that ex 
plains the basics of the world of sound.

Appropriately enough, it's titled 
"An Introduction to Stereo!'

To get your free copy, just send us 
the coupon.

Then, once you know the basics, visit 
your local Yamaha audio dealer. His 
knowledgeable salesmen and extensive 
demonstration facilities can save you a 
great deal of time and money in helping 
you select a system. And his first-class 
service will keep you happy.

So talk to your Yamaha audio dealer. 
His experience and your ears make the 
perfect introduction to stereo.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Don't buy any loudspeaker until 
you test drive it, You're not going 
to a recital. You're choosing a 
roommate.

Challenge it. Put it through its 
paces. Most loudspeakers can 
handle mid-range, mid-volume, 
mid-mid sound. That's no test.

Turn it up!
Really loud, Loud loud 

Kid-next-door loud,
How does the loudspeaker 

sound? Do you like it? Is it clean? 
Is it clear? Or does it hum the low 
lows when nobody asked it to? 
Does it splatter the highs? 
Is it fuzzy or distorted?

You don't have to live with loud 
music, but you ought to visit there, 
Loudness magnifies the imper 
fections that will scar your 
subconscious at regular listening

levels. Loudness tells you what 
time will do to your ears, your 
head, your disposition, Now;

TURN IT DOWN.
Way down. Take it to the edge 

of silence, and then come back 
a little,

Can you hear every part of 
the music, or does it sound like 
half the band went out for a 
smoke?

Are all the textures and detail 
and harmonics of the music still 
there, or is only the melody 
lingering on?

Nobody wants to live with a 
loudspeaker that can't make its 
point unless it yells,

So. Turn it down.
One last thought: don't let 

anyone, including us, tell you 
what you like in a loudspeaker. 
You're dealing with a very 
personal, subjective matter of 
taste. Loudspeakers are art.

Buying them is, too,
That's what this message is 

all about
We're all in this together.

JBL offers a number of different high fidelity loudspeakers 
from S156 to S3210. Shown here, from left, are L36. L/166 and 
L300, They are priced at $198, $375 and $897 each.

For the JBL dealer nearest you, call (800) 243-6100. In Connecticut, call (800) 882-6500.
James B. Lansing Sound, lnc./3249 Casitas, Los Angeles 90039
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17 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg.nicotine av.percigarette. FTC Report Nov. 1975.
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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GOLD
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KINS SIZE

Get the good taste of todays Old Gold,
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The
Jethro Tull

You've Come to Know and 
Love.

M.U. —The Best of Jethro Tull

INTERNATIONAL 
DATELINE

Internationa] Dateline © is a copy 
righted, nonprofit service organization 
owned and operated by NatLampCo 
Globalafcom, Inc., and dedicated to 
the practical attainment of world 
peace through world dating. The 
National Lampoon is not responsible 
for loss of letters, snapshots, metallic 
charms, or other items not specifically
listed under the Warsaw Pact of 1946. 

# # #
Beep... beep-beep-beep... beep-beep... 
beejrbcej)...calling all teens on 
International Dateline....Stay 
tuned for radio free friendship around 
the world.... High fun warnings are 
up!... May-Date'.... May-Date.'... 
May-Date!...
First item on the Dateline tonight is 
from peppy Palestinian Kahlisha 
Mohamud. Kahlisha is a nineteen- 
year-old Moslem girl living in Israel. 
She'd like to communicate with 
friendly young men in the Syrian mili 
tary, especially the Air Force. "If you 
would like to make of my acquaint 
ance, I am weeknights on the roof 
top of the Tel Aviv Hilton Hotel. I 
will be here with the flashlight," 
writes peppy Kahlisha Mohamud, 
who lives in Israel. You can get in 
touch with her at:

Censor
Camp Four
West Bank, Israel 

Here's a popularity tip from Illinois 
teen Patty Antwerp. She says, "If 
you're 'lacking something' in the 
bustline but still want to emphasize 
your figure's good points, try leaving 
off your underpants." Thanks, Patty, 
and that reminds us   if you're pet 
ting after dark, wear white. When a

continued

TEACHER/AQUALUNG/THICK AS A BRICK CDIT //'I 
BUNGLE IN THE JUNGLE/LOCOMOTIVE BREATH/FAT MAN

LIVING IN THE PAST/A PASSION PLAY EDIT #8
SKATING AWAY (ON THE THIN ICE OF THE NEW DAY)

RAINBOW BLUES/NOTHING IS EASY

The ten besl-loved Tul! songs on one album, plus a 
previously u n released I rack and a souvenir poster.

Now available on ChrUSfilU! Records and Tapes.
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continued

fellow can't see what he's doing, he 
might "go too far" by mistake.

Any ol you Jills and Joes out there in 
a coma? Sally Sue Hupper of Orlando, 
Florida, is, and she'd like to have 
some "pulse pals":

Marginal Care Ward
Palm County Hospital
Orlando, Fla.

And here's a note irom three Okla 
homa high school girls who are also 
refugees irom South Vietnam. They'd 
like to meet a couple hundred Ameri 
can guys in the Tulsa area. They 
write: "Yank you want do boom-boom 
fuckey-suckey twenty dollar?" Doubt 
less a message of greeting in their 
native language. Why don't some of 
you "cow-teens" just "mosey" 
over to:

Suki, Wing-Wang, and Ho Quim
Apt. 17K
Highball Towers
6500 Sooner Avenue
Tulsa, Okla.

Ivanovich Ivanofsky is a Russian 
young person from Moscow, Soviet

Union. His father is one of the 
USSR's top missile technicians, and 
he'd like to know i! any U.S. State 
Department teens would like to trade 
a pair of blue jeans or the new Elvis 
Presley record for some drawings by 
his dad:

Comrade Ivanoisky
Sector N
Block 506
Complex 3B7
Bldg. 890658
Apartment EEE24J6
Room 4
Moscow, RSSR, CCCP

Umug Idi Ug writes to us from 
Upper Volta, Africa, lier hobby is 
eating food. If you have anything 
around the house that might be of 
assistance to Umug in her pastime 
activities, she'll be glad to send you 
some dried mud. Mail your card or 
letter through the American Red 
Cross and tape a shiny bead to the 
upper right hand corner.

That's all for International Dateline
for this month....Roger, Wiko... 
oner and out (but not too late on 
school nights!^... beep... beef-beep- 

i... beep-beep...beep -beej>.... D

presents

ERVIEH
Hosted by Jim Ladd

AN INTIMATE 

"INNER-VIEW" OF YOUR 

FAVORITE ROCK ARTISTS AND 

THEIR MUSIC.

FLEETWOOD MAC STEPHEN STILLS
CARLY SIMON BEE GEES

AMERICA CHICAGO
...and MORE! 

For further details contact:

Sound Communication.lnc.
8693 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 205

Beverly Hills,Ca.9021t
(213)652-3984

lakeside access,
Not just 

lakefront footage,
But actual lake itself!

Join the good life al Lake Wet! Five-acre 
Aqua Ranches available now at only 
$9 a gallon on easy credit lerms to fit 
your budget if you're the Department 
of Defense. F.njoy the complete peace 
and quiet of this fishing, boating, swim 
ming, bath ing. diving, washing, drinking, 
eroding, splashing, floating, wading 
paradise! Fish, boat, swim, bathe, dive, 
wash, drink, erode, splash, and wade 
lo your heart's content. Everything you 
nc'ed is right there under your own 
water at Lake Wet. Write today lo: 

Aqua Ranches. R.P.D. 50 
Upper Peninsula of Kansas

For No Reason Whatsoever to:
A New Alfetta GT for P.J. O'Rourke 
if he promises to take his pals Tony 
and Scan over to that whorehouse 
in Canarsie where Doug Kenney 
got the nylon pantyhose job from 
the nine-year-old with rubber 
dentures.

c/o National Lampoon 
635 Madison Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10022

$10off
the Price ol • 

Any Prostitute in I
IMewYork

Just present this coupon (o your 
participating streetwalker.I I
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A COUPLE Of= WEEKS A&O.r RECEIVED AN UNUSUAL 
PHONE CALL. IT WAS f=ff&M AL TH/M0LE, A 
FRLHTITARfAN HI&HEfS-Up IN THG
INTELLI&ENCE DIVISION. F

TURTLE RANCHES / ...THAT'S' f?«3HT, NEXT 
TO K\0 PAGO. 

WORKIN© CLASS 
TICKETS PLEASE.

/r &ee/v\ep $o#\e SOUTH AMERICAN
RANCHE&& WER£ ABUSING THE MOSTHAPM- 
LE$S OF G&P'S, CREATURES. NOBOPf KNEW 
EXACTLY WHAT WAS, &OIN& ON-&UT r 

&O/N& TO F-INP OUT.

Z TOLO THE CUST&M& &G&ASE-&S THAT r WA& A Bf<5 &OUTIGMJE MAN 0OWN TO
TURTLE SHELL j~ewe£.&y. TH&Y TizeATeD ME L/KE My&&&rH£&. WA&A POL/CE

SARCIA 
MUCHACHAS.
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I EXPLAINED TOSEtjOB
WOffE THAN

THAT Z WAG A B/&-T/A4E TURTLE SH£LL SPECULATOR. , AND 
TO SHOW M£ AGOLtND THE

IT LOOKED TO ME L IK'S THE TURTLES WEffE (5ETT/N& 
A LOT BETTER. T&EATMENT THAN THE NAT/VE&. 
GAUNCHGZ CLA/MEP THE TURTLE SHELLS WERE PRAC 
TICALLY WORTHLESS IP THE TURTLES WEREN' 
IN FACT, A TURTLE MUST P/E DUR/N& ORGA&M TO
PRODUCE A ffeALt-y VALUABLE; SHELL.

WHEN A
TORTUE
&OLA&

HIS5 UOAP

THE SEfloG. TOLD /ME- THAT THE CHURCH 
AUTHoRmee USEP TO &ST UPSET
WHEN VILLAGERS MASTUR.aAT££> 
THE TURTLES- TO OR&A&M, THEN 

OFF TH&G. H£AD&.

BECAUSE THE

PRIVATES,
IMPORTED HUNP&EP& OF NORTH
AMERICAN SUNNY G&B0IT& . THESEt KEPT IN SMALL

ONE: PURPOSE.
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THE T/MG CCWE& FGR. A TURTLE To 0ffft A 
SLOW RA&&T IS (?EMGV£C> FROM THE CA&E

&TAGWN& RA&eiTS TEETH ARE
WITH A BALL. P££N HAMMER, 

TO PREVENT HIM PROM &NAWN& THE TURTLE 
APART....

AFTER A eiowRA&ams USEPONCE, HE
A CUf=P*, H/S 

GNPEP.

NOT A PRETTY STORY. 
THE TRUTH

WOT RICHARO 
YOU. 

TO
. tT'& TfME 

WE SAID

RUSSIAN
COP BENeATH THE

*:«. , ,
r^ o o° \'W^i

- A-J' i_>>j-XJ
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Bye, fella.
The headless corpse you see in front of you is a former Negro 

named Cleon Robinson. He was a nice guy, had a family, and I blew 
his head off with a ,38 Magnum, It was an unfortunate thing for Mr. 
Robinson, but it proved an important point: I'm Nelson Rockefeller 
and I can do whatever I want.

But don't worry. All you and your family have to do to get the 
kind of protection Cleon needed is make the right choice on election 
day. (RS. Plus, I'll give you one hundred dollars if you vote for me,)

ROCKEFELLER

Vote for Rocky...or else.
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The Party
by Jeff Green field

Willis Selt the excitement a block 
away from Carnegie Hall: clusters of 
ceen-agsil boys ami girls hurried past 
him. boys in plaid shirts and work 
jackets, girls in black leotard tops and 
peasant skins, laughing, shouting, 
Jinked by memories ol shared summer 
.days and winter weekends. He heard 
the cries of recognition, as if an 
Israeli drill instructor has been trans 
ported, clipboard in hand, lo mid- 
Manhatt.m — "Goidberg!" "Cohen!" 
"Ffc-iscfiman, hev, Fleischy, babe!"

They were trading Ike jokes, Dulles 
jokes. Edsel jokes, quiz show jokes. 
\Vil!is lelt a tangible pang of loneli 
ness in his chest, a longing to share in 
this communal sense of celebration, 
and a surge of anger at Baumgarten 
lor not telling him how to dress.

("You're going to Carnegie Hall?" 
his mother had whined at him. "You'll 
wear your good suit and put a shine 
on those shoes, Mr. Beatnik, or 
you're not going anywhere.") Willis 
buttoned his coat tight, hoping no one 
would notice his dark gray suit, white 
shirt, and one-inch wide black knit 
lie with the pearl stickpin.

As he neared Carnegie Hall, Willis 
saw the pamphleteers, hawking The 
Worker, The Militant, "Remember

YOUTH
POtt

V"
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me rany
continued
the Rosenbergs" lapel buttons, Ban 
the Bomb petitions. He hurried by 
them, eyes searching the throng push 
ing into the ornate lobby, looking 
desperately for Baumgarten. It was 
Baumgarten who had sold him the 
ticket, with an impassioned account of 
the night's luminescence.

"Don't you understand, Willis? 
It's Pete—Pete himself. In person. 
And all the old group! It's a giant 
reunion, sold out for weeks. You'll 
never forgive yourself if you miss it!"

It had been a hard decision for 
Willis. His ninth grade math class 
had its weekly differential calculus 
test coming up, and most of his 
friends were spending this Friday 
night working equations by flashlight 
under their sheets. ("If you don't get 
a ninety-seven you can forget Bronx 
Science," Rosenbluth had sneered at 
him.) But Willis had spent too many 
lonely Friday nights already. This was 
his first invitation of the fall, and he 
wasn't about to let another weekend 
go by with only a bed full of potato 
chips and semen stains to show for it.

"Wiilis! Hey, Willis!" Baumgarten 
was standing by the stairs, dressed in 
a plaid shire, chinos, and a work 
jacket, waving impatiently at him.

"Our seats are way up in the top 
balcony. Come on. Oh, boy," he 
added, as Willis unbuttoned his coat. 
"Whaddya think this is, a funeral?"

"You didn't say anything about

how to dress," Willis complained. 
Baumgarten shook his head. 
"I figured just maybe you'd of 

heard of what Pete's concerts are 
like, for God's sake. Come on. It's 
a long climb."

After what seemed like hours, the 
two teenagers reached their seats in 
the highest balcony of the hall. Far 
below, on the orchestra floor, the 
crowd was milling about, finding 
their seats, then leaping up to wave to 
a companion from summer camp. 
"Hey, Bucks' Rock! It's Kinderring!"

"Do all these people know each 
other?" Willis asked in wonderment. 

"Listen," said Baumgarten. "When 
you're part of this, you never lack 
for friends."

"Part of what?" Willis asked. "I 
thought this was a folk concert."

"Oh, yeah," Baumgarten mum 
bled, suddenly nervous. "Yeah — 
sure, sure."

Willis was about to ask him what 
he meant when suddenly, down on 
the orchestra level, there was a 
burst of noise: cheering, applause, a 
rush of people out of their seats.

"What's going on?" Willis asked 
his companion.

"Damned if I know," Baumgarten 
said, straining for a look. Then, like 
a tidal wave surging up from the 
floor of the great hall, the word began 
to spread. "Neeerow, neerow," it 
sounded like at first. Then, in an

V

It's true. You were actiidth- bom a beautiful princess, but you were RiOcn to us 
to be brmghl up...and there's not a damned thing you can do about it!

instant, it was clear.
"It's a Negro! A Negro, here to

see Pete! A Negro! A Negro!"
A mob of youths was converging 

on a seat in the aisle, from which a 
figure was vainly seeking to escape. 
It was no use: he was completely 
surrounded by scrawny, wildly grinning 
people with slide rules hanging from 
their belts, the gleam in their eyes 
clearly visible through their horn 
rimmed glasses. Hands reached over 
shoulders, seeking to shake the Negro's 
hand, to touch him. Willis could 
hear the shouts even from his 
balcony perch.

"Hi, man!"
"Hey, how you doing? Can I get 

you a soda?"
"That Paul Robeson is some 

singer, isn't he?"
"We have four Lena Home 

albums!"
Willis shook his head.
"I can't believe this, can you, Baum 

— Baum?" Baumgarten was missing. 
Willis shrugged, sat back, and 
watched the mob form itself into a 
line of well-wishers reaching all the 
way down the aisle, across the apron 
of the stage, and halfway down the 
other aisle, all waiting to exchange a 
word with the Negro.

"Willis! I —I did it!" Baumgarten, 
red-faced and gasping for breath, 
staggered back to his seat.

"I —I shook his —his hand...and 
said he—hello, and I — huh, huh, —I 
told him he could come over to — to 
my house some night when the folks 
were out."

Willis nodded.
"Don't you see?" Baumgarten's 

eyes were wide with excitement. "It's 
happening. Those people are starting 
to understand who their friends are. 
Do you know how long it's been? All 
the fund-raising parties, the Scotts- 
boro Boys stuff, all the Big Bill 
Broonzy records, and now, finally—"

"What are you talking about?" 
Willis said.

"Uh —sorry, Willis, I forgot again." 
Before Willis could ask his friend to 
explain his odd behavior, the house 
lights went down, and a lone figure 
walked to die center of the stage as a 
mighty cheer went up.

"Pete! Pete! Pete!"
He was tall and rangy, dressed in a 

rumpled work shivt with the sleeves 
rolled up above his elbows, and 
wrinkled denims. His eyes twinkled, 
and he moved with a kind of friendly, 
ungainly lope that was more kid than 
grown-up. He had a warm, open smile,

continued on page 99
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NORWAYSWEDEN 
DENMARKGERMA 
NYHOLLANDBELG
IUMLUXEMBOURG
FRANCEAUSTRIA
SWITZERLA^DIT
ALYSPAINPORT
GAL

The longest country in Europe. 
Two months for $195.

Student-Rail pass covers 100,000 miles of track in thirteen European countries, all
the way from the Arctic to the Mediterranean. And $195 buys you unlimited
Second Class rail travel for two whole months.
On a student's budget that's some deal. In fact, the only thing cheaper is thumbing it
or wearing down your heels. Besides that, the trains are fast (some zip along at 100 mph),
clean, comfortable and fun. You can go and come whenever you like. And
you'll meet more Europeans than you would on the road.
Trains are dynamite. But how about ferries, lake cruisers,
river boats and hydrofoils? Student-Railpass covers them,
too. And it'll even get you discounts on motorcoach trips.
If you want to do it big and mingle with the First Class
types, think about Eurailpass. Same places, same trains
(First Class, though), in two-week, three-week, one-month,
two-month and three-month passes.
To get a Student-Railpass, you have to be a full-time
student, under 26. And both Student-Railpass and
Eurailpass are sold here through a Travel Agent.
You won't be able to buy them in Europe. So plan ahead.
We've got a big country waiting.

Eurailpass, Box Q,
Staten island, N.Y. 10305 '-—_ /^~~~~J

Sounds like an incredible bargain. Please send me 
free information on Student-Railpassand Eurailpass.

Name.

Address-

C i ty ___________State _____ Zip. 

My Travel Agent is.________!_____

STUDENTA4JLPASS
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SWAN SONG'S NEW ALBUMS BY
BAD COMPANY AND PRETTY THINGS WILL

REMIND YOU WHY YOU LIKED ROCK AND ROLL
IN THE FIRST PLACE.

BAD COMR<VNY

RUN WITH THE B»CK
Produced by Bad Company

Swan Song offers two of the absolute prime 
examples of English rock. Bad Company's new 
album "Run WithThe Pack,"is by far their best

and the band's first two albums have already established them as the 
most interesting—and successful hard rock English band of the last 
few years.The new album surpasses even the excellence of "Shooting 
Star," "Feel Like Makin' Love," "Can't Get Enough,"and the many other 
favorites of the first two LP's. Some of the best on "Run WithThe Pack," 
are the title cut,"Young Blood," "Simple Man,"and "Silver, Blue & Gold." 
Paul Rodgers—vocals, Mick Ralphs—guitar, Boz Burrell—bass, and 
Simon Kirke—drums.

Pretty Things, a legendary band who combine 
raunch and musical sophistication have created their masterpiece in 
"Savage Eye," a type of rock that you simply don't hear anymore. 
Produced by Beatles arranger and Pink Floyd producer Norman Smith. 
Phil May—lead vocals, PeterTolson—lead guitar, Jack Green—bass 
and harmonies, Skip Alan—drums, 
John Povey—keyboards, Gordon Edwards 
keyboard and harmonies. 
ON SWAN SONG RECORDS & TAPES

Distributed by Atlantic Records 1976 Atlantic Recording Corp. A Warner Communi cations Co.
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NATURE W HER 
MOST ELOCU>ENT... STRICTLY . 

BUSINESS;
...A

WITH 
SKIN OF PURE

THIS KANPSOHE BA8f 6 60/N6 TO
WIN J^lRST PRIZE INTH£"P<AYTKN" 

BEEFCWCE CONTEST/

i HAD TO BLOW) EVERY DIN60ON6 IN THE 
EI6HTK&RADE TO IMOTHii HONK.

ll£ TH»MK4 HE'3 6ETTIN& TEN
AN 

MOOR.

YOOft CHEEKS AUTUE
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OH, POO/ j^ ,rs 6T1CK|NG UP/ Y THAT/5
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ue GOT cusro«eR>
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THAT FIN66R 
UK6 THIS

WOULD* us CUT

O
VOT -J7 ro 

oilcuewrete'
SWUKswear/

BUT OO/UT 
LOSEFOR A 

OTOft
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BlowMe!

A Picture Book of Sex for Children and People 
Who Would Like to Have Sex with Children 
Text by Ted Mann, Peter Kaminsky, Tony Hendra, 
P.J. O'Rourke. Photography by Peter Kleinman
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I'll let you touch my PEE-PEE*,if I can touch your twat
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I mean PEE-PEE. Christ, those are funny-looking kids
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M v JTJCJv JT,fjfj O indoor .DRINK?

Daddy has a big.WHISKEY BOTTLE Yeah, does he have any .
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They'.MIDGETS! I didn't buy this book to look at aoy goddamned DRUNK MIDGETS!

Ge[ off of me, you horri•MM DWARF! Where are the oakeci children? I want my back!
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All right, you sawed-off little cunt, BLOW ME!!
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What a fucking RIP-OFF!

x
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Pull the lever...not the plug,
Cancer is a terrible thing. It can fill your days with pain, your 

nights with fear, and turn your body into something that looks like a 
bus-sized truffle. But don't get upset. I have several dozen Nobel Prize- 
winning biochemists on my payroll and they've developed a 100 per 
cent effective knock-out punch for this dread killer. And all you have 
to do to keep me from flushing it down the toilet is pull the right lever 
on election day.

Remember, this 50 cc vial is all there is on the whole planet, 
So the choice is yours, America; what's it going to be—a term as pres 
ident for me or a terminal malignancy for you? (And, what's more, 
you'll receive one hundred dollars for your "Rocky" ballot)

Vote for me—dont vote tor free.
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HVI DMMMNAL ATOMC SftfX *UU)

YOU PLAY IT IN 
EIGHT DIMENSIONS, 

WITH 1 00,000,000 BIL 
LION POSSIBLE COORDI 

NATE POINTS...

I MVNtlOMtL ATOMIC IHLCC WAB

BLIP

BLIP BLIP 
BLIP BLIP BLIP 

BLIP BLIP
OH,BOY,DOU&.THIS 

'/ ONE'S GREAT'FIFTH G,EN- 
'{ E.RATION PONG, TECHNOLOGY 

LINKED By COAXIAL CABLE 
TO A HUGE COMPUTEK IN 

SAUSALITO-'
Ofl,Y£AH?.f W£LL,I JUST 

DID NINETEEN LINES OF PERU 
VIAN ROCK CKYSTAL,ANDI CAN 
MOVE THESE OWLS SO FAST 

YOUR HYEBALLS'LL SMOKE 
JUS7 WATCHINOiME-'

HA.'THIS 1$ A SNAP? 
WHY, I'VE SMOKED SOMUCH 

JAMAICAN TODAY THAT THESE 
TINY BLIMPS SEEM TO MOVE 

LIKE G.ARDEN SLUGS.

SUP BLIP
BLIP SLIP BLIP BLIP

BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIPBLIP
BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP

BLIP KLIP BLIP

BLIP BLIP BLIPBLIP BLIP
BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIPBLIP BLIP

BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP
BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP&LIP

BUP KLIP BLIP BLIP BLIP

FIVE DMtHIIOHAI ATOMC IMCE WAR HVI UMM1IONAL ATOMIC tftCl »»B

G££, P.J.,
X&l/ESS YOU WIN

CEASE, CGtSf, 
EARTH BEINGS.'WE 

dOINPEACF-.'NEVEK 
WILL WE ENTER YOUR 
EIGHT DIMENSIONS A- 
GiAIN. YOUR WEAPONS 

ARE TOO AWESOME.'
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Now, for the first time, in the privacy of your own living room!

NATIONAL
FEATURING MANY HEARTWARMING CHUCKLES 
FROM THE BACK PAGES OF AMERICA'S FAVORITE 
MONTHLY IAFF RIOT!

w

This Saturday night, tune in to

Totally organic humor: 
guaranteed 100% recycled jokes!
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THE CRITIX ARE RAVING ABOUT FT!"
* "Makes 'F Troop' look like 'My Little Margie!" -New York Magazine 

* "When will they put on dresses and start talking with English accents?" 
— The Village Voice

* "Far fucking out...better than a fistful of 'ludes..." — High Times 
* "Utterly original..."—Clifford Irving

*"We like it —in fact, our lips move." — The National Lampoon editors 
* "Bravo Beatts. .:the man behind Michael O'Donoghue." — Ms. Magazine 

ir "Sick, but where it's at." —John Denver 
-* "Groovy."—Jack Ford 

* "Sexy." —Susan Ford
it "I like it; in fact, my lips move." —Paul Sills

* "The show that took Art Garf unkle away from Mike Nichols." — Penelope Gilliat 
* "Hiyo..." —Ed McMahon

* "A fine, bold experiment in breaking new ground in the field of contemporary 
youmah." —Alan King

* "Ratings that whip 'Garner Ted Armstrong' and 'Chiller Theater' combined." — 
Broadcasting Magazine

+ "Savage, clever, pulls no punches." — New Times 
* "I like it...in fact, my lips move." —Ken Shapiro

MORE TO COME!!!
"Saturday Night and the Holy Grail" 
"Saturday Night's Younger Smarter Brother" 
"Blazing Saturday Nights" 
"Love and Death on Saturday Night" 
"Your Saturday Night of Saturday Nights"

AD PRODUCED BY HARVESTER ADVERTISING. A LEISURE SERVICE OF NATLAMPCO. INC.
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Free to all readers of the National Lampoon

One
Genuine New York City 

Municipal Bond

CM<3-
CO 
CO

LO

d 
Z

CNJ^r ro
CO

IT)

d 
Z

1,000,000*

ONE 
BOND

BANK RETAINS 
THIS SECTION

© T.p Top Ticket Co.

1,000,0000

ONE 
BOND

GALA DRAWING MARCH 1986 
Save This Ticket

YOU MAY WIN YOUR 
OWN LIFE SAVINGS!

<£> Tip Top Ticket Co.

Instructions:
Clip off fooiiom coupon iintl save. Send die rest of your magu/ine to: 

Mayor Abraham Bcame 
City Hall 
New York. New York 10007
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Lights out.
The picture you see reproduced above is an actual satellite 

photograph of the continental United States at 11:00 P.M. Central Stan 
dard Time. You'll notice that there isn't one light bulb flickering from 
Maine to Oregon. I shut off the entire electrical generating capacity 
of the U.S. to prove a simple point: I'm Nelson Rockefeller and I can 
buy anything. Including your vote.

That's right, I'm offering to buy your vote. I'll pay not $5, not $10, 
but $100 in lawful American currency for each and every vote cast 
for me this November. Just give your name and address to any guard 
at the polling place of your choice,

ROCKEFELLER

The Rock owns a piece of you.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



"BIGGER THINOiS
ARE GONNA COME

OUT OF THERE THAN
W.HAT I'AA PUniNGi

IN/"

BOY, I LL 
NEVER FOR 

GET THE EXPRES 
SION ON HER FACE 

THE FIRST TIME SHE 
PUTHERHANP I7OWN THE 
FRONT OF MY PANTS/ 

THOUGHT SHE WAS 
GOWNA

PI 17 SHE GO, 
*EEEEK/ YOU'RE 

GONNARIPMEAPART"? \ 
THAT'S WHAT PEG-GY PIR I 

NOW SHE CAN'T &ET / 
ENOUGH OF IT

WELL, I'M 
GOINGtTO

LAY SOME: PIPE.'
WITH SUE ELLEN

TONIGHT/

GANGWAY 
FOR WESELPORK
SUE ELLEN, BABY

SLIP 'ERTHEOL 
SALAMI/

BEAT HER 
WITH THE 
ME AT AX!

BUST HER 
BABY HATCH

AFTER PL AY
HELPS TO REASSURE A 

WOMAN THAT SHE'S MORE 
THAN JUST A SEX OBJECT 
YOU'RE USING TO GRATIFY 

YOUR SELFISH 
NEEDS...

OF COURSE, 
IT'3 TECHNIQUE 
THAT REALLY

MATTERS...

CLITORAL 
STIMULATION IS 
THE IMPORTANT 

THING,...

64 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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BORN TO DIE

-s* «'»•
- -v*

It's a Killer!!
On Capitol Records & Tapes

Produced by JIMMY IENNER ^y
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Would you recommei
your turntabl

to your best friend
^

If not, you need a Dua

fuel 1225

1249

If you were to replace any of your present 
components, would you know exactly what its successor 
would be? And then buy it without further consideration 9 
Perhaps. But we think it more likely that you would look 
for more information, eifher in a music/equipment 
magazine or from a knowledgeable friend. Probably 
from both.

Which brings us to turntables... and Dual.
Each year we hear from a sampling of Dual 

[•owners in response to Q lengthy questionnaire. A high 
percentage tell us they're now on their second Dual. An 
even higher percentage formerly owned manual 
turntables. And nearly all rate their Duals as either 
"excellent" or 'good"

Although there are other fine turntables, few 
match Dual's reputation for quality performance and 
reliability, and none match Dual's operational versatility. 
For example, if you want to be able to play records in 
sequence, you have four single-play/multi-play Duals 
to choose from. If you simply want fully automatic 
convenience in a single-play-only turntable, you have 
two to choose from. And there is now a semi 
automatic Dual.

The way a toneorm is moved to and from the 
record is not critical. Nor is the type of drive system. 
What is critical is how faithfully the tonearm permits the 
stylus to foliow the contours of the groove and how 
accurately and quietly the platter rotates. To compromise 
with quality in these respects can risk damage to your 
precious records and produce sounds which were 
never recorded.

Every Dual, from the 1225 to the CS701, provides 
more precision than you may ever need. Which is why 
more component owners—audio experts, hifi editors, 
record reviewers and readers of the music/equipment 
magazines—own Duals than any other turntable.

There's no better recommendation we can offer 
you. Or that you can offer to your best friend. Unless you 
happen to own a Dual yourself.
Dual 1225. Fully automatic, single-play/multi-play. Viscous domped 
cue-control, pitch-control. 10%' platter. Less than $140. less base. 
Dual 1226, with cast platter, rotating single-play spindle, less than 
$170. Dual 1228, with gimballed tonearm. synchronous motor, 
illuminated strobe, variable tracking angle. Less than $200.

Dual 1249. Fully automatic, single-play/rnulti-play. Belt drive. 
12" dynamically-balanced platter. Less than $280, less base. 
Full size belt-drive models include: Dual 510, semi-automatic, 
less than $200; Dual 601, fully automatic, less than $250. 
(Dual CS601. with base and cover, less than $270.)

Dual CS701. Fully automatic, singie-ploy. D.C. brushfess, electronic 
direct drive motor; tuned anti-resonance filters. Less than $400, 
including base and cover.

DualCS701

United Audio Products, Dept. NL, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mf. Vernon, N.Y 10553
E.clusiwe US. Distribution Agency far Dual
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FEDERATION p

1 '76

THE FREE ENTERPRISE'S MISSION TO
WAR!
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Each worth one million rnega-bucks.
He makes helicopter inspections of his 

Resource Terminals in his 
ENERGY HELMET

GOVERNOR'S J3"T*u-

He calls in the National Guard, the State Police, or the Eighty-second 
Airborne on the GOVERNOR'S PHONET M —his direct line to
Warden Oswald^ at H.Q.

'Also lor sale.

He's just a heartbeat away in his VEEP SEAT T M 
(Gavel included.)

THE six BILLION
DOLLAR MAN

BUyOMC ACTION CLUB
Please enroll me in Ihe Six Billion Dollar Man Buvonic Aclion Club and give me (he 
power ID destroy other people's lives with a (lick or my "Buyonic" wrisl Also send 
me one paperelle "Buyonic" Token Plaque and one Almighty "Buyonic" Token 
Credo on velveteen, suitable for framing. You've seen him on T V. in. 
"The Six O'clock News" • "Meet the Press"- "Sixty Wmules" • "Not lor Women Only" 
Now see him in 3-DI

NAME.
[please print)

ADDRESS. 

CITY ___ STATE ZIP.
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CAPTAIN'S LO&, FEDERATION &TAKSHIP- FREE 
ENTERPRISE, .57>t«WV7T= 23t&.&: RESPONDING TO
DteTRses SI<S\ML$ F«c/^ PLANET I&RA&LOS, eesie.&ep 
PEPS-RATION OUTFIT IN THE t<PN6 -TROUBLE p STAR-
SYSTg/M MlP£AST/LIS. ONCE A6AIN ISRAEU2S (S UNPER 
MANY-filPEP ATTACK PROM HBP NEKSHSORS SYRIOS, 
EfrVPTOS, AMP ARA3IO3, A LOOSE ALHANCE OP- PLANETS 
HEIR TO A TW0-FOLP Lfi^ACV: C£HTUff/£$-LOM& HATRSP \fOK rne. t$*Ae(,G£iANs, ANP TH& R/CHSST
OF PSTROLATIUM IN THE GALAXY.

DIPLQPHTS

THE peTERMINEP ISffAELOSIANS HAVE 
FOUGHT HARP fO KEEP THE FEDERA 
TION FLA© FLY(N6 OVERTHEf* PESERT 
PLANET. SUT THEIR eNEMlES — 5ACKEP 
8VTHE SOLSHEVIK/ANStSWOWH OP' 
PONBNTS OF THE FEDERATION--ARE 
ATTACKING WITH SWEATER FORCE 
THAN EVER/ ANP THESE INTREPIP SPACE 
PIONEERS MAV 5E

ANY MOME/sJT.

WE'VE HATEP 
U FOB.

STOGY: GLLIS 
fV£//V£

ART; ALAN £.

DAN

. X ONLY HOPE WE CAN 
THOSE ReFSNSE RAY5 

THEH£ BEFORE THE BOL5HE-

FORP TO TRANSPORT
AffE THE
PHASEffS f REP-AffEP POR

6 A RELIABLE INPIC- 
, CAPTAIN, THEY

8S 
AT ANY MOMENT.

IT'S AUL CTUST A
(SAME TO 

VOU, ISN'T 
THE

THE SHIPMENT—
THEVRE ALL TUST
FACTS TO YOU.
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x^-f I'M
RESPONSE 
ON ALL.
NAVIGATIONAL. I&OT6OM£ SORT

MAL- 
FUNCTION POWtf

CAPTAIN OSRALP &*&,'£.&-&£ SAVS
yOL/ff BREATH 'Oft ' P/;SeoVEff/A& OffV/Oi/S: YOU

IN OUi*. FOKCe*m*
THIS TIMR,

so we
A0AIN, 

CCCWVIANPER OV£fS
. PROTEST

£Xt$TiN& TWO PAYS' GH5~ 
NCE flff&H HZA 
QUARTERS, ANP 

MOffff 
, TYPICAL 
eNT 

"TACTICS Of

\—-—
...ALL I KNOW 
IS,I'M(&RATEF 

FOR THE WISCCVW OF THE
& / VN

IT IMPOSSIBLE FORA 
.ER^fl 

A

TC7
THE ISRAEL,- 

OSIAH6 
WITH THS BRKAKIN© 
OF THE 

FORCE

we
TKANSWRT/ WE 

REACH 
THBM.'

JT WOULP 2E A 
TBRRISLS RISK, 
ANP Wg HAVEN'T

THERfi'5 NOTHING 
WE CAN C^?, 
WE'RE TSAPP&P

LIHC& 
IT* NO USE-/

RUMSF=£LP.- 6TATUS 
REPORT. MR, K!£S/N(&fiR

CAPTAIN'S LO& Si/mZAVeffrAL. : THE /MSSff

KIAN
PISHTINS FOR THEIR L.IVES, ANP /MUST HAVE OUR 

6HIPAAgNT. W& HAVE PEVISgPA PLAN 
fN* PAffT ON THE E5TIAAAT(ON THAT THE

WHEATHJM ffESERVBS ARE £V- 
lN^ THEM tTEPeNPeNT UPON 

FEPERATfON SUPPLIES. IT IS (SONIC THAT THE 
' ONLY HOPE LIES IN SOWS 6Pfi£fAU 

PLOMACW IT 15 A
/ sor we /MUffr MAKE- JT.

CAPTAINCY ITSELF

WHAT IP YOU DON'T 
CO/ME SACK? 
WHAT IF THE 
TRANSPORTER

YC*U'LU SE KIL-LBP
WHAT WIU, 

HAPPEN TO US AMP 
WHO WILL S£ THECAPTAIN THEN; r

PLBASB PONT &O1OH
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CAPTAIN FORPANC" MR.
BOL.SHEV1KIAN VESSEL

LtSTEN
ALL OUR WHEAT- 1 CBEP/ VPU WILL &6TALL THE 
IUM IS SONE FROM / WHSATIU/VS you N£E?Pt E5UT X 

MUST ASK YOU TC? PLAC-S 
IN TERRI&LEuepr. ARE you s pANiSep;, we MUST SPEAK TC? eves TOSS ^ swezHNEv^KV 0epc>R& IT

TOO LATE. WILL YOU TAKS U6 
SAWPUST ^^ -TO HIM?

, we HAVE
SRfiAT RJSK TO MEET WITHVOU...

WITHIN TH& 
TH& SOLSHgVIKlAN SHIP...

HAVE MAPE THS 0J^ STUPIP, CAPTAIN 
1 \NILU CRUSH YOU ANP Vi?UR

LA^KV SQUASH 
LIKE

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



WANT TO
wooc? FOR THE

YOUR, 
LIVIN6 ?

CONNgCrtOMS TO THE

WH&ATIUM, 
W£ MUST N0TAt'l~0tt/ THIS 4M£/£Mr4MpLOCAL.

PUTS TO 7&OPAffl?/Z TH£ GOOP-

TWO SYSTEMS. WE HAMS-

ANP
Ttotf #ee& AN OPPOSING,

SVST£M IN THS

, „AN? WH&XE. WOULP yof/
Of Fe0£f?A T/OM/SM

TO TffAH$p0ftr THS
p1 p

CAPTAIN ANV

0US
AW X AM

YOU 
ANYT//ME.

, K>U ANP 
SeFUUCJ 

HAVE /MUCH TO THANK YOU

I 9ST YQWfie PiSA^e? WITH 
F^INTY-EAREC? HALF-SRgEP. YOU'RE 
/T MAKES /WE SfCK. Y<?U TWM'T i:/ARE ABOUT OUR 

YOU

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Script by PJ. O'Rourke

Produced and directed by Peter Kleinman
Photography by Phil Koenig

STARRING 
Maggie Mulligan .............. as Ellen Hemplewhite
Alonzo Goldsteino ............. as El Comrnandante
Janis Hirsch. ................. as the sister
Manuel Goldo, 
Pedro Kainino, 
and Angelo Huerta. ............ as the henchmen
Philipe Halsmano ............. as the cameraman

Ellen Hemplewhite, an out-of-work actress with a tragic 
problem, visits her hospitalized sister...

How will I ever make eno-igh money to pay for the ex 
pensive defense lawyers I' fined i<j get acquitted after 
I pull all the tubes and wire;-, -it of her body so she can 
die in a dignified way?

Oh dear, my poor sister has been in a coma for almost 
six years!

Meanwhile, in South America.

We hav' made the moving peectures of enema lesbians, 
animal feet, the dreenking urine, peeg fucks, one-legged 
womens. men who dress een rubber stockings, an' eat 
ing the shit from leather auto seats. iWhat feel thy thing 
can we make the feelms of now? Thees I do not know.

I hav been reading een the American newspapers, 
El Commandante. Allow me please the suggestion.,.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



itesgood, Pedro!...iTie her up an then eenstead of the 
fake wheeplash an' spanking noise, we keell her weeth 
knives'

iSi! iCarrumba!

11 weel place a ad een a 'Sweenger's Magazine" pronto, 
El Commandante!

I mustn't let considerations of prudery stand between 
my sister and a natural death.

Perhaps there'll be an employment opportunity in this 
"Swinger's Magazine",..

Hmmm...."Out-of-work actress wanted to make the 
harmless pornography. Reply in person, Room 511, 
Hotel Punta Villa, Sao Paulo, Brazil."

(vluchas gracias for coming to thees audition, Senorita 
gj Hemplewhite, il hope only you are able to get the time 

off from your job een America so that you are not ab 
sent from the place of your eemployment?

Actually, I don't have a job right now.

Of course, thees movie we make weell be the harm 
less pornography. iBut even so, perhaps your mother 
an' father they weell be upset you are gone so long 
from home?

That ees very sad. iBut soon you weell return to 
be weeth your many friends who no doubt meess 
you?

Gee, I really don't have any friends.

You are hired.
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Thees ees the very modern movie studio. iSi? Your co 
stars, they are very clean.

I nope I won t have to blow any dogs

This is really a neat bed. I got one almost just like it at 
the Goodwill for only $15 and I took the paint off with 
paint remover and it was so//d brass underneath... I hav here a most unusual motion peecture

NATIONAL LAMPOON 75
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EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!iCUT-UPPLENTIDAND!

iSLICEOMUCHO!

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE! !

JiMEOHABAELARMA!!EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!
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iiEL BREASTOS PARA MEO!! 
^t

STAB

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!

I PI EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 
EEEE!!!!!!!! YOU CUT MY TITTYM".

GIMME THAT BACK, YOU FUCKING 
QUEER!!!

YOU SHIT-EATING ASSHOLE GREAS 
ER CUNT-LAP, I'M GONNA CUT 
YOUR GODDAMNED FUCKING 
BALLS OFF!!!!

NATIONAL LAMPOON
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy!!!! iiiMEO CAJONES 
ES GONZO!!!

FUCKFACED ASSWIPE SPIC TWAT- 
HEAD SON OF A BITCH DICK 
BREATH...

YOU PISS SHIT CHILI-DIPPER, I'M 
GONNA STUFF YOUR GODDAMNED 
PETER UP YOUR FUCKING NOSE!!!!

A preent of thees feelm yc 
American dollars. But I theenk 

worth eet.

We definitely ought to buy it, Miriam. It'll be an invalu 
able fund-raising tool.

Statewide'
Organization

of Women

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



_ EMEM8ER THOSE STUPID THINGS 
YOU FELL FOR OVER AND OVER 
EVEN THOUGHYOUKXIEWEACH 
Tl ME VOJ WENT THROUGH WITH 
T4ENA THAT THEY WE£E 5TURD, 
AND BOUND TO FAl L; AMD VvERE AN 
ABSOLUTE WASTE OF YOUR TIME ?

EACH OME WITH HIS OWM CHAIN 
AND SIMULATED OOP COUAR- 
WATCM EM CHANJ6E CO/.OR 
BET^o^E YOUR EYES-HOW 
A600TIT,

' 'TTHE LASTONE i ear
N16HT

3<-YOU'VE 
OF 5U6AR
CAUGHT YOO'TAA/D
NOW LIVE/

HERE Y 1 ARE, 
EYA£E-TM 

6KEATEST PFT5 IM
HEWOetD-LIV 

CH AM ELEONS /

WON'TMY WO&D,:TLBT ASK FOR. 
AU I'LL 6IVE YOU A DIME OFF OH THE LITTLE FELLOW,
8E3/PE5-

HEXT 
TLLBEOLDENOOGK

-^^Sr^^-=
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OFFICIAL DOCUMENT-DATELINE: WASHINGTON 3:O6 P. M. 
HAVING APOLOSIZEP TO THE FUNGUS FOR THEIR BABY S 
RABW BEHAVIOR THE ALIENS PREPARE TO PEPART 
FROM EARTH.' ____^y^-

JV.'

THRILLING AMAZIMG FANTASTIC ADVENTURES / WrightSQn=PreisS'T.Austin ««« »»«C
Dossier 1

&£/"!
• IT5 SUBURBAN CULTURAL CENTERS- 

ITS PROBING YOUTW.'"
ICVTa

YOUR ALBANY MALL' AND ITS 
TRIBUTE TO MANS OVERRIDING 
CONCERN FOR HIS FELLOW HUMANS;

TO YOUR BEAUTIFUL
COUNTRY/

WE WILL LONG
REMEMBER THIS

JEWEL OF THE 6AUAX*

THERE FORE, A5 WE LEAVE VOUR 
PLANET. WE OFFER AN EXCHANGE OF

THIS 16 AMERICA TO US-- A 
CENTER IN ALL OF THE SOLAR 
SYSTEM WHERE GOOD TASTE 

ANP MONEY MEU7 TOGETHER TO 
FORM A LANDSCAPE OF 

UNSURPASSED ECONOMIC 
ARTISTRY-

CRAFT WORK OF 
OUR CIVILIZATION 
FOR A5VMBOLOF -4
WE TAKE WITH US ; 
A TRADEMARK OF 
AMERICA TO BE 

SEEN ACROSS THE 
GALAXIES

AH.V.NOCK IT 
OFF'THIS IS

( WANNA 

MAMM.

OH'T WAIT FOR
THE

G£T YOU.' SBVP IN 
ALL YOUR 
AWP A10WEV

I HAP YOU GUYS 
THAT TIM£.
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THAT LITTLE PI6£E OF P1NKNESS 
OVER THERE
SAYS I KNOWH£R.
WO BRA. RIN66 ON HER EAP5. SWEATY 
£HIN. "IT'S NATURAL.'; SHE SAVS. 
DEATH'S NATURAL,11 \ TELL. HER. I
SHOLJLP KNOW. I'M A PRIVATE DJ£K.

TWev n£%e7B£/a#*NP THEY W£K£<:<yj&f£/f>r^-THEIR WORLP IAW6 &££PX 
&CK ANPWI(-P--THE/RtmeS WERE L.A..SAN FRAW£l&t:£>, CHldA&O. THIS 
IS THE STORY OP ONE CifTHXM, A PRIVATE EVE.

f CKiN'T CARRYAiSUN. NO LICENSE. 
COPS GOT IT. PON'T WEEP £ITH£K 
OF 'CiM. f Sire. y£AK THAT'S fT.
i srre. suv WANTS TO Mes=> MTX
ME, r SINK MY CHOPPERS INTO 
HI& NOSE. MESS WITH MY STOMACH, 
r BITE HIS ARM. YEAH, 
TOU6H AS TH£y£O/V\e.

THIS'SONTA" SAVS SHE'S <S>OTA

ATHI& PE'AP &ODYACRO55 TH£ 
tWOP OF A Pfl^KARi'^TOO BflP 
I LIKE PACKARPS. SAVS
rt5 PIMP rue &uv THAT PIP

UP To ME, TELU&ME
SHett WAKff rr
WOffTH MY WHILE 
IP I CO ITFOKiZO

50NJft I CAN TAKE. 
ITGLLS WERaiOO 
A RIVOR SHE CTAN 
STAI?rWAL(ilN6. 
5HC PCiLL-a OUT A
3ou. OF Huwoeeps,
TEN O" THEM.

2 WEEKS TOFINP 
THE 6LI/ME WHO

I'LL 
HAVfi TO ANSWER

THEN SHE SORT OF WINKS, ATME AWP 
BEFORE I KNOWIT&HE'& <SIVIN<3 A
QUICK KNEE- JERK TO MVGROIN. 
T PULL 8ACK,66irNOTIN TIM^ TO 
MISS THE FC^ce OP H£R THI6H.

CHAYKIN/PR6ISS ©1976 6.P.V.P. INC.

SHE CrttlGHS LO(JP
ANP SAYS r SHOULP
BE SACK IN ACTION 
BY THE TIME i FIND 
HER SUSPECT. [ 
LAU6H RlfiHT BACK 
lHKEKFft.Ce, 1. 6TTIN& 
A LITTLE SALii/A FALL 
OUT TO ADO SOME 
CLASS TO THE ACT r 
TELLS HER IW THE 
H^KPEST HARD- 
BO1LEP PiiTK IN THE 
WHOLE ilT/OFSAN 

SM£

MOUTH HAN6IN'Ofi=N

THROtV 
O(JT A LINE TO

TH/5 SOWJA rtiAS COOL AS. A CUCUMBER A 
FAST AS A HEARSE. I WASN'T ANXIOUS TO VISIT HER 

EMPT!'-WflNPEP.

PAWCIW6-- 
TUAT WILL 
BE HAPPEN - 
INS BETWEEN 
THE FRUIT 
CUP AMP 
THE ROA&T

ONE
YEAR
AFFAIR

- \/'CCMae)f?THewHOLETHIN6"s f
V LA Ulur>-PLl iMVILIAI VAN l/ltf\\lt tIYOUKMOW f S2SOO/

EVER TH1MKAWACT / WE COUUP6ET PAIP *SOOTO BE . ., -,„. 
OF AfFECTlOW COULP A. MASRI6P INA6OWt-IN& J fi 2SPO,Bgeo COMPLEX;

>vJ^^ramcWrt/W

Sm^^^JlBy^^2^i-x^'v^^ ®ij
YOU 61UY ^ AT 1.6A6T 
OUK PARENTS AR6

THE wnoi.e THiwa ,
60 NICE OF YOUR PARENTS TO 
Of fee. TO H6LP MY 
PAYFORTHg weppiNS; M£XT'. THE 5WOWER
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H?eRg'i A
' To naft t*ea,fft9V| THE-
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.•'THE GIRLS 
THINK I'M fiOr sn/FP-THE GUVS 
THINK l'M£OQ£r-l EVOJ HAVE A 

RAT6 WITH TUAT PRee-SplRlTlSH 
LOOKING 6IK. F>a?i\\ THE /j

MAVBE IT'S 
THH6 I 

.THE ELITE/

WEISS/PREISS ©'76B.PWR"llJf.

BLACK PEOPLE ARE STRUGGLING TO GAIN 
THEIR RI6MTFUL PLACE IN OUR SOCIETY, 
AND THE COMIC ARTIST CAN HELP BV

REFUSING TO DEPICT THEfA IN A 
STEREOTYPED MANNER . STUDY FI6-*1 
CAREFULLY, THEN TRY TO CAPTURE 
THIS POIGNANCY, THIS EMPATHY RDR 
THE BLACK MAN'S STRUeetE. FOR

HUMAN DIGNITY 
YOUR OWN DRAWINGS

THISjoy
ROBIN

i F YOU'LL ALL LOOK upyou'u SEE 
THE CONVIVIAL COME ,

COWOUNDED BY 
ARTE5/MS OF MIUIO/V5

OF

ER5/ANS OVER A PERIOD 0£
^^

0

TKAT W/WAS (/P COfi. EXCLUSION tftJ)LE$
>I HcPE ir 

|NT(?TWE 
EARi-V

AMPWE
THE MEMO/?IOUS CF A 

OF

A5 EDWARD T^£ F/F7W. W 7fCC?S£ T/ME5, 
ITUJAS A
ANP PE8SCW5 OF ILK STATLVWY- 
PAIWTIN6 AT 
If/E
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YOUR& A BIT 
LWE, BUT OF ,

COURSE We WOULPNT 
THINK OF STARTING

wiTHoinrYou... y

1 I THIWXTH\e ONE COMPARES FW/ORA8LY 
THE GREW PRE-WAR BORGUNplES-

r EVEN HAS SOME OF THE
RACINESS 

OF THE MAGNIFICENT
U7T... . 

LIKE SWANS AND PUCKS,"

fill? GOOP UORP, MAN, DO YOU REAUZE WHAT Yoo'RE 
SAYING? MOST SERIOUS PALATES, MINE INCUUPED PISM1&3 
'11 AS INGRKrtftTING AT BEST! i——————— '

TAKEfiXCEPnOH!! HWE A6TRQM4
rosmow IN nu PURGUNPI&SANPWOOU?
STAKE MY R£Plrt"ATION OH THAT 

UHPEBRATEP VINTAGE...

PERHAPS, TH6N.YOU WQULP ACCEPT THE
IUR PI&TINGOISHEPSUESt.-M. HENRI-H&NR!,CEUARhAA9TER
OF THE GREAT POMA1HE P£ LA M1SEREE-RQCHAMBBAU?

I REMCMBAIRVERY WELL THAT VIN-TAJ! IN THE SPRHW...1 
SUN SHINING.... BIRPS SlNGrtNGi,.. WAHS OiREAT HOPE!!

5AHM THEENK PERHAPS EVEN THE GRAPES
0. <.WEEL REACH POWN PEEPUPOM THEIR ROOTS 

ANP PRODUCE ANMUZZA1R MtRI-CAL 
PEEFTEEM EIGHTY- MIME!«

... ALTHOUSH 5AHW PEWRMRTieS MAPE GooP WIME ^^ 
?1 IN TRKT YEAR... E£T WOULp BE SAP6TO SAY- \ WOUUp " 
( BE FORCE TO SAY. - THAT VIN-TAJ OF NINETEEN - 
^-———-—————-^EUfiVAN WA^... EH* ... PoaFX

...AVAlRAfiE!
. YEARS.OF COURSE —..-. 
\ WAS QUITE LOVELY—

•* tf 

@U^ * H

r8UTGANTLEMAN...THEESWAS«EVAI*TOBE!! 
.THE HAILSTORM! EVERYTHING, IS RUH-WAHNJ 
*• THE GRAPES ARE UEFAMSEUESS!!•

^A^SHURe...ALLOPTHE COTE PE ST. LOUI8 
1 MAYONNAISE WAHS W1P6P OUT IN 5 PAYS. PARTS 

INGENUE. ..SWISSAlFU. EET WAS TRAQEEK.

r-.., THE POOR MAM STAKEP^^^^^ 
ON THE OUTCOME... y-—~--^^^^^

KS>\-O
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SERVING LONG ISLAND... SELLING LONG ISLAND
—Progressive Music for a progressive market—

"Radio Long Island"

The Great Entertainers from The Tower of Babylon talk to Long Island 
and talk to the industry. WBAB is a Gavin correspondent, Billboard FM 
Action Reporter, Rolling Stone and Earth News Station and a member 
of the Progressive Radio Network.

for complete details: call or write WBAB-FM Rt. 109 Babylon, N.Y. 11704 (516) 661-4000Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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HUH1 
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Sixty reasons why you need 
Book Digest magazine.

Can you talk intelligently about ten of the books pictured 
on this page?

If you wish you could keep up with all the reading you'd 
like to do, BOOK DIGEST is the answer.

With sixty books in eight issues.
Every issue of BOOK DIGEST contains selections and 

carefully edited excerpts from 7 to 8 books.
Many are best sellers. Others are of prime importance.
All material is in the author's own words and style. 

Nothing is added or rewritten. And we clear it beforehand 
with the publisher and/or author.

Slip an issue of BOOK DIGEST in your pocket. It^ 
like taking along several books at a time. Books such as:
U Sylvia Porter's Money Book
II Conversations with Kennedy by Benjamin Bradlee
U Total Fitness by Morehouse and Gross
If Humboldt's Gift by Saul Bellow
II The Ascent of Man by J, Bronowski
H The Pleasure Bond by Masters and Johnson
fl The Great Railway Bazaar by Paul Theroux
fl "Mo": A Woman's View of Watergate

by Maureen Dean with Hays Gorey 
H WWII: A Chronicle of Soldiering by James Jones

Sixty books in eight issues for just $6. Or 10f a book.
ORDER YOUR COMPLIMENTARY COPY NOW.

To introduce you to BOOK DIGEST, we have a no- 
risk, no-obligation trial offer. Let us send you the current 
issue of BOOK DIGEST. If you aren't pleased with it, write 
"cancel" across your bill, and you can keep this issue as a 
complimentary copy. If you do decide to become a subscriber 
you will receive a total of 8 issues for $6—a substantial saving.

It comes to less than 10f a book. 
Return the card or call

toll-free, 24 hours a day:
800-228-9700

Book Digest-^maazine
P.O. Box 2451, Boulder, Colorado 80302

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Please send me my trial complimentary copy of the current issue of 

Book Digest and enroll me as a subscriber at a cost of $6 for a total of 8 issues.
I understand that if I am not fully satisfied with the current issue, I 

may cancel without obligation within 14 days and keep my complimentary 
copy. [No need to send cash. We will be happy to bill you later.] 34

Name ———————————————————————————————————————— 

Address ___________________________ '. ________

City _______________ State _____________ Zip _______ 
Jn Canada $7.50. Other countries $9 (cash only).
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1OO Years of

HARVARD 
PARODIES

PLUS SPECIAL 
FULL COLOR 
REPORT.
PORNOGRAPHY 
IN DENMARK

Statement of 
the Editors:

The Harvard Lampoon, the 
nation's oldest humor magazine, 
rarely publishes anthologies. The 
present collection of highlights 
from the Lampoon's over fifty 
newspaper and magazine paro 
dies is the first such volume ever 
produced. It is being released at 
this time to celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of the first issue of 
the Harvard Lampoon, published 
February 10,1876.

We urge you to order as many 
copies of this book as you can 
afford. The supply is limited, so 
stock up. A second such anthology 
will not be published until the 
Lampoon's 200th anniversary: 
February 10, 2076. Don't wait. 
On sale at major newsstands 
(ask for it) or order directly with 
this coupon:

i The Lampoon
Dept. 276 

635 Madison Awe., N.Y., N.Y. 10O22
I know a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
when I see one. Please send me ____
copies of '00 Years ol Harvard Lampoon 
Parodies immediately.

Enclosed is my
D check D money order

for $2.50 for each copy ordered.

Name__
[ploote print)

Address.

CHy. State__Zip-
Please moke sure to list your correct zip 

j code. Add 35^ for postage and handling.

In order to comply with recent federal guidelines concerning truth in advertising, our attorneys have 
insisted that we print the following anonymous letter (which we don't know who wrote).

TbWhom It May Concern:
This book, 100 Years of Harvaj-d_LampMn_Parcdies. Is not the sexy, freewheeling romp in 

wonderful-wonderful-Copenhagen that, the cover photograph of the two young women led me 
to believe it was. I purchased what I believed to be a steaming helping of Scandinavian skin 
delicacies, and instead, what do I find? A few pages of so-called Danish porn (?) and 190 pages 
of humorous material selected from Harvard Lampoon parodies. Sure it's funny, very funny 
but what, do I need it for? I still have the Lampoon's classic Life (1967) and Time (1969) parodies 
right here on my desk. iVe got the Lampoon's original 1966 Playboy centerfold (which has to 
be seen to be believed) over my bed. And my wife has the centerfold exposing Henry Kissinger 
over her bidet.

In addition, the book includes excerpts from such humor masterpieces as the Lampoon's 
Sports Illustrated. Newsweek, Esquire, and HewYorkTimes parodies; to the extent that a potential 
purchaser already has these issues around his house, this anthology is superfluous. 100 Years 
of Harvard Lampoj^nJParcdies is a collection that will only interest those few who missed or don't 
remember the Lampoon's earlier works.

In its defense, I should say that the humor of the excerpts included in the book is not at, all 
dated, and in many cases is even funnier than it was originally. In fact, it's just about the 
funniest book I've ever seen.

Anonymous
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C.
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HANDICAPPED.

The time? 10:58 P.M October 5, 
1969. The place? An average English 
living room, complete with Peter 
Scott ducks, leaky meta! window 
frames, and a thrice-read copy of the 
Daily Express. An average English 
couple, weary after a long day's feath- 
erbedding and sleepy from a scrum- 
my supper of bubble and squeak 
washed down with toasty warm Wat- 
ney's, settle down in front of the telly.

MONTY SNAKE OFFICIAL
Rule of Thumbs 

Rule No. 1 : Dress up like women 
and shriek.
Rule No. 2: Taawk inyer ihn- 
cawmp-ra'ensibul waawkin' 
clawss awk'zents a' yer hindoos- 
troll sit-ez anya nought hove 
Hengland.
Rule No. 3: Animals are funny 
because handguns are outlawed in 
England. Try these: garfish 

golden retriever wood beetle 
ant bee cherrystone clam 

We've used up all the rest. 
Rule No. 4: Dress up iike women 
and shriek.

Rule No. 5: Keep it naughty but nice

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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What happens? 
Magic.

The screen is invaded by a zany
tribe of overeducated nitwits and the 
worst animation since the Bayeux 
tapestry. For half an hour, they ca 
vort in dresses, shriek incomprehen 
sible references to obscure poets, 
and hit small animals with hammers. 
At the end of it, Mr. Average English 
Couple leans forward and flicks

the box. "What the flamin 'eck was 
that all about then?" he mutters. Yes, 
the silly old working class has missed 
the boat again, and... 
A legend is born.

How did all this come about? By 
the wave of a wand of some fairy god 
father? Not on your nelly. Starting 
out as mere law graduates, medical 
students, and medieval scholars, our 
lissome lads worked long and hard

for that enchanted evening. For sim- 
plyyears, they studied things at pres 
tigious Oxford and Cambridge (the 
Harvard and Yale of old Albion), 
things like the theory and practice of 
mortmain, the mating rituals of the 
smaller vertebrates, the lesser- 
known masses of Walther von der 
Vogelweide, and diverticular dis 
eases of the lower colon. One might 
have expected them upon graduation

Rule No. 6: Make any piece of prose hilarious by replacing all its 
adjectives with silly or naughty and all its nouns with cheese and twit.

Not at all hilarious.

I had called upon my friend, Mr. 
Sherlock Holmes, one day in the 
autumn of fast year, and found him 
in deep conversation with a very 
stout, florid-faced, elderly gentle 
man, with fiery red hair. With an 
apology for my intrusion, I was 
about to withdraw, when Holmes 
pulled me abruptly into the room 
and closed the door behind me.

Very hilarious indeed.

I had called upon my friend, Mr. 
Cheese Twit, one twit in the cheese 
of naughty twit, and found him in 
naughty cheese with a very silly, 
naughty-faced, silly cheese, with 
naughty silly cheese. With a twit for 
my cheese, I was about to with 
draw, when Twit pulled me abrupt 
ly into the cheese and closed the 
cheese behind me.

Rule No. 7: Introduce the trivial 
concerns of the British middle 
classes into heroic situations: 
"There is a tide in the affairs of 
men, which taken at the flood, 
leads on to Tunbridge Wells Mon 
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays on 
the hour. First tide, 9:00 A.M. and 
closing down at 5:00 in the eve 
ning. Tuesdays, Thursdays, and 
Saturdays on the half hour from 
10:30 until 6:00, except for the Tea 
Tide, which goes out at 4:00. Sun 
day and holiday tides available for 
charter by appointment..." and 
so on and so forth until everyone's 
ill.
Rule No. 8: Repeat yourself. 
Rule No. 9: Repeat yourself. 
Rule No. 1O: Repeat yourself. 
Rule No. 11: Repeat yourself.
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Rule No. 12: BBC talk shows are positively sidesplitting, and even more so when you have a dead person or 
something for a guest—it's one of those things you just can't overdo.

Tonight on 
"Bored With 
Britain'

Tonight on 
"Bored With 
Britain''.

Tonight on
"Bored With
Britain"- . .

Tonight on
"Bored With
Britain". . .

Tonight on
"Bored With
Britain". . .

Tonight on 
'Bored With 
Britain", . .

to jump right into the dozens of new 
jobs opening up in Britain's dynamic 
postwar economy. But no. Our daffy 
half dozen decided instead to devote 
themselves to the grueling [and quite 
serious!} business of Being Funny. 
Being funny about mortmain. Being 
funny about the smaller vertebrates. 
Being funny about the lesser-known 
masses of Walther von der Vogel- 
weide and diseases of the lower co

lon. But especially...being funny in 
dresses. Or skirts. Or minis. Orgowns, 
kilts, cassocks. Anything that looked 
remotely like a dress.

Only one thing remained to be 
done for the stardust to fall, and 
one bright (but cloudy with occasion 
al cheese?) day...it happened. For 
gathering in a trendy mod restaurant 
in Chelsea's groovy King's Road, the 
crazy cross-dressers hatched an out

rageous plan. Instead of worrying 
about boring old Vietnam and boring 
old revolution and boring old North 
ern Ireland and boring old collapsing 
economy and boring old educational 
privilege and boring old rock music 
and boring old pollution, why not do a 
show about Absolutely Sweet Bug 
ger-All?

They had the jokes. They had the 
dresses. And Auntie wouldgiveJJ,

Tonight on 
Bored With 
Britain". . .

Tonight on
"Bored With
Britain". . .

Tonight on 
'Bored With 
Britain''
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a barn. Now all they neecfed was 
a name.

This, declare the silly sextet, was 
the hardest part of all.

"What we were looking for, actu 
ally," says yummy Gram Chapman, 
"was something that suggested a sort 
of, well, in a sense, so to speak, you 
know, an enormous penis."

"Along, slimy, hard, smarmy, thick 
kind of thing," adds Terry "Pass Me

Wimple Ducks" Jones.
"A big dick," proffers quadriplegic 

Terry Gilliam, who is American.
And so Monty Snake was born, un 

coiling his merry madness week after 
week down the very throats of the 
unsuspecting British public. But nev 
er let it be said that doing a show 
about Absolutely Sweet Bugger-All 
prevented our dotty darlings from 
speaking their collective mind. So

cial relevance coruscated from Mon 
ty's ample couplings. Savage indict 
ments of smaller vertebrates, driving 
satirical thrusts against medieval lit 
erature, devastating attacks on 
cheese, vicars, talk show hosts, her 
mits, Robert Newton, lumberjacks, 
and old ladies kept the BBC's phone 
busy for hours each week with calls 
from outraged viewers.

Rule No. 13: If there's no way out
of showing women's breasts, make 
sure you show old ones. So much 
more tasteful.

Rule No. 14: Dress up like 
women and shriek. 
Rule No. 15: Make long lists of 
things like rules.
Rule No. 16: Make it a rule to do 
so.
Rule No. 17: Dress up like 
women and shriek. 
Rule No. 18: Do scathing politi 
cal satire, treating on current world 
events in the manner o( Swift and 
Voltaire.
Rule No. 19: Go especially rough 
on the IRA.
Rule No. 20: Ignore rules 18 and 
19. 
Rule No. 21: Especially 19.
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They kept right on biffing the bad 
guys on the bean. The- Spanish In 
quisition wasshownupfor what it was. 
Experimental playwriting.took body 
blow after body blow. Waiters were 
revealed as an utter sham. And if the 
British public was rocked and shock 
ed and shaken, still they loved their 
goofy mentors all the more for strip 
ping away the hypocrisy that gnawed 
attheveryfabric of modern life. They

loved the little boys who stood up and 
shouted: "The Emperor has no new 
clothes! But look at our lovely 
dresses!"

It was only a matter of time before 
our merry men would hear the call of 
the Great Buck and depart to hunt it 
down on freeway fere and subway 
sere. In October of 1974, a can of 
comical confections—the classic hit 
ting-small-animals-and-shouting-

incomprehensible- references - to - 
obscure - poets premiere, still going 
strong at the ripe old age of sixty 
months—was carried via the far-flung 
video empire of PBS. Across fully 
fifteen zero-rated outlets the hilar 
ity hastened. The response was elec 
tric- Monty Snake had done it again. 

After that, there was no stopping 
the jolly juggernaut. The weekly 
shows outrated such time-honored

WHAT A 
( HUGE CAR. 
V WHAT KIND 

IT?

MAKING 
HUNDREDS 

DOH-ARS
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PBS favorites as "Dance and Move 
ment in the Inner City" and "Our 
Vanishing Liberals" Requests for re 
runs poured in from dozens of experi 
mental communities. When the dotty 
dynamo visited Stateside, they were 
mobbed by scores of people. They 
made hundreds of dollars in personal 
appearances. They ate in moderately 
expensive restaurants. They were the 
darlings of the antisupersonic jet set.

In short, within a few brief months, 
the name of Monty Snake became a 
household word, right up there with 
Amway and ginseng.

It was all a ball. A wonderful, shin 
ing, enchanted ball of dreams and 
dreams fulfilled. But no midnight 
struck for our sassy Cinderellas upon 
their return to the native hearth, no 
carriage became pumpkin or coach 
men smaller vertebrates. They had

everything they could possibly want 
—a reputation in the only two white 
countries left on earth, their own 
Pri nee Charmingsfwell, most of them, 
anyhow), some priceless dollars, and 
best of all, a commitment for a series 
of blue-chip specials on fabled ABC, 
that Rolls-Royce among networks. 
What more could any reptile want? 

And they all lived happily ever 
after.

XGOT 
rivo PIECES
LAST WEEK/ 

HONEST/
HEY. 

WHICH ONE 
OF YOU GUYS 
IS MONTY?
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The End
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Paddy Lyrically Announces
Our First Annual Irish Whiskey 

Poetry Competition
If there's poetry in your soul, Paddy will bring it out.

In Ireland it rs customary for a 
gentleman to pursue manly 
adventure, good whiskey and 
poetic inspiration, all at the same 
time. In keeping with this great 
tradition, Paddy invites your 
participation in our First Annual 
Irish Whiskey Competition.

To enter, simply compose a 
verse that conveys your impres 
sion of Paddy Irish Whiskey — 
the noblest of the noble liquors 
fondly called "Irish" "iour verse 
should be brief enough to write or 
type in the space provided in the 
Official Entry Blank below. Any 
poetic form is suitable: jingle, 
ballad, limenck, free verse, 
rondelet or dithyramb. If you're 
pretentious you may even submit 
macaronic verse (mixed languages). 
Or invent your own poetic form.
Truths To Inspire Your Poetry

Perhaps it will aid your muse to 
know that Irish was the original 
beverage of its kind, pre-datmg all 
other whiskeys. It was being 
distilled by Irish monks in the 6th 
Century when savage tribes still 
roved the Scottish Highlands.

For loftier inspiration, we 
suggest you take a sip or two of 
The Official Subject Matter of 
the competition. \ou will find 
Paddy airy, fragrant and glowing, 
the same liquid essence that has 
prodded the imaginations of 
literary giants before you. Savor 
this liquid gold as you recite the 
roll call of lusty Irish wordsmiths: 
Scan O'Casey, James Joyce, 
Brendan Behan.,.Now take pen in 
hand and pay an immodest verbal 
tribute to Paddy. 
A Dearth of Valuable Prizes

The makers of Paddy recog-

Portrait of an Irish poet: "One man with a dream
at pleasure / Shall go forth and conquer a crown!'

A.O'Shaughnessy

nize that you are interested in fame 
and fortune. But we are prepared 
to entice you with only a modicum 
of the former. (Financial reward 
would be crass for you and expen 
sive for us.) If you are among the 
eight finalists, your name and poetry 
will appear, with your consent, in 
a future Paddy advertisement. We'll 
also include your address in case 
the envious wish to write seeking 
guidance.

In the event that you reach the 
unspeakable eminence of First 
Annual Winner of the competition, 
your likeness as well as your name 
will be promulgated far and wide 
in one of our Paddy ads. And 
your name will be the first engraved 
on the Silver Loving Cup com 
memorating winners of the Irish 
Whiskey Poetry Competition. 
Think of the glory!
Become A Better Person

And even if you should win
no recognition, we will see to it

that you become a better person 
for having entered. \bu and every 
entrant will receive a certificate 
designating the bearer as Honorary 
Irish Poet (regardless of race, 
religion, sex or nationality).

So expand your self-esteem 
along with your knowledge of one 
of the world's great whiskeys. 
Acquaint yourself with Paddy and 
inscribe the space below with 
Immortal Blarney.

BLENDED IRISH WHISKEY

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
Wnle enlty in the space below, or on separate paper rf 
you prefer Contest is open to all readers of this magazine 
exceptemployeesor their fainiliesof Austin. Nichols & Co , 
its affiliated companies and their advertising agencies 
Eight finalists will tie chosen at the rate of ooe per month 
until closing date of contest. September 30.1976. Judges 
will be appointed uy Austin. Nichols 8 Co Decision of the 
judges is linal Entrants must be of legal drinking age in 
home stale Offer void where prohibited.

Name__ 

Address.. 

City___ 

State__ _Zi
Mail !o: Irish Whiskey Poetry Competition 
Austin. Nichols & Co.. P.O. Box 5314 

I Grand Central Station. New Yen k, N.Y. 10017
I NL
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The Party
continued front page 46

and when he held his five-string banjo 
aloft, the crowd broke out into a fresh 
cheer, as though the instrument was 
more a fellow performer than a tool 
of music.

"Mir e druhzba!" Pete shouted to 
the crowd.

"Mir e druhzba!" the crowd 
shouted back.

"What's that mean?" Willis 
whispered to Baumgarten.

'Peace and friendship,' " his 
friend answered him.

"What language?"
"Uh —I forget."
Pete slung the banjo over his 

shoulder, began to tap his feet, and 
strummed a few chords. The crowd 
was on its feet with a cry of delight.

"I've sung this song many times, 
here and yonder," Pete said over the 
din, "but tonight there's a special 
friend in the audience, and I'm gonna 
sing it for him."

("It's for the Negro," a voice be- 
hind Willis swooned.)

Pete began to sing with a quavering 
but lusty tenor voice:

Listen, Mister Cracker,
How come you cannot sec,
That folks with color in their skins
Are good as you and me?
Listen, Mister Cracker,
There's good and bad in all
So take that sheet off and come join
The human race, you-all.
The next two hours passed like a 

dream of easy camaraderie — something 
Willis had never known before. Pete 
was so easygoing, so friendly, that 
Willis's sense of isolation almost in 
stantly disappeared. Pete brought out 
his old folk-singing group. He sang 
songs from around the world — Poland, 
Hungary, China, North Korea. He 
had the audience sing along, dividing 
the crowd into thesis, antithesis, and 
synthesis.

"Now," Pete said, "I'd like you all 
to join on in on the chorus of this 
marvelous children's song."

"The Frog and the Rat," the 
crowd yelled.

"You guessed it," Pete said, and 
began to sing.

There once uias a frog who worhed 
very hard

To feed his fam-i-ly,
When along came a rat, and just 

like that.
Stole all the food he could see.
Now the rut took if. all to his 

marble hall
With plates of finest gold,

continued on page 104

New Apostate Exotic Love Potion lets you...

HAKE LOUET01 
ANYONE< 

YOU 
DESIRE I
and have her 

(or him) at 
your sexual 

command, 
anytime... 

ANYWHERE!!!
"IMPULSE" wascresledlo sexually stimulateande* 

cile the person you desire. Made from carefully blend 
ed erolic spices, 'IMPULSE' entices her lor him) to 
think of love and respond eagerly lo your wishes.

If you've ever wanted lo have intimate relations with 
a cedain person bul could not succeed, then you owe i 
lo yourself louy tins unique aposlate love formula. IM 
PULSE mixes easily in all kinds of drinks and is com 
pletely sate and tasteless II can be used on either sex 
and is mailed m a plain packagecomplete with mstruc 
lions. If not fully satisfied, return within 10 days for a 
complete refund.

• _— ORDER TODAY ——
Send Cash, Check or Money Order to: NL-476
PROGRESSIVE SALES, DEPT
Box 310. New RochellD. New York. 10804

D 5 Portion Size only $4 95
D12 Portion Sue only $7.95 (Save $3.93)
D24 Portion Size only $11.95 (Save $11.81}

Name ... 
Address . 
City ..... .Zip.

A Pet Rock?
Sure As amazing as il may seem, rocks can make 
wonderful pets Obedience training, for instance. 
is quite simple —they can be taught ro come, IP 
stay, to sit and IP heel. They can learn tricks that 
will delight your friends, such as playing dead or 
rolling over. And with atlaPk tranung. Ihey can be 
a powerful deterrent against rnuggeis and bur 
glars. A Pet Rock is perlecl for people who hate 
or are allergic to animals. Our rocks are carefully 
selected for color, size and intelligence Most im 
portantly, each comes with a brilliantly written 
manual thai reveals all the secrets to the care 
and training ol rocks. A PHI Rock, the manual and 
a special shipping box 'is 
only S3 99 plus 75o lor post 
age and handling California 
residents please add 6% for 
sales tax Money-back guar 
antee of satisfaction. Get 
your own genuine, pedigreed 
Pel Rock today — or give as 
great gifts.

Vibrations -i Q 
301 East 63rd St. N.Y.. N.Y. 10021

Please send.

Name____ 
Address___ 
Guy—————

.Pet Rocks to:

_Zip_

The Stimuli Condom.
Delicately ribbed to help a woman let go.

Now you can reach a level of sexual pleasure 
that only months ago was unheard of. A con 
dom delicately ribbed to give a woman gentle, 
urging sensations. Yet, with a shape and 
thinness that let a man feel almost like he's 
wearing nothing at all.

Made with a new "nude" latex that transmits 
body heat instantaneously, Stimula is supremely 
sensitive. It's anatomically shaped to cling 
to the penis. And SK-70, a remarkable "dry" 
silicone lubricant works with natural secretions 
so Stimula's scientifically patterned ribs 
can massage and caress a woman effortlessly.

Made by the world's largest manufacturer of 
condoms, a million have already been sold in 
Sweden and France. Orders are snipped in 
discreet packages. Send for your sample today.

Stamford Hygienics Inc., Dept. NL-7
114 Manhattan Street Stamford, Conn. 06904

Please send me: (Check Box)
O S4 sampler of 12 Stimula
O S4 sampler of 3 eacli of 5 orotic condoms
D $25 super sampler of 120 condoms
Free catalog sent with order.
n Check D Cash D M.O. Enclosed

Address.

City——— 

Slate, Zip
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Right on your campus.., right in your home town... right in your face! 
This year's biggest off-Broadway musical comedy hit!me

is coming yourway!
From the same irreverent, irresponsible, irrational folks who bring you the world's most widely 

read humor magazine, and highlighting players who have appeared on Broadway
in such shows as Grease, Hair, The Last of the Red Hot Lovers, Luv, The Magic Show, Butterflies 

Are Free, Promises, Promises, Two by Two, and The Man of La Mancha,., not to mention
Peter Pan and As You Like It.

Warning:This show has strong political and sexual references. If you're uptight about
open reference to relations between the sexes, or feel that the incumbent president is
doing an extremely capable job under difficult circumstances,or that religion, earthy

language, and music and lyrics expressing dubious moral activities should not be
presented on stage, may we refer you to a dandy Walt Disney film playing just

down the block.

The National Lampoon Show
Now on a smash, nonstop college tour.

"More than a show.,. it's a traumatic experience" 
TraumaticsToday Magazine

For information regarding booking The National Lampoon Show on your campus, call or write: 
Rand Stoll, Gemini Artists, 375 Park Ave.. N.Y, N.Y. 10022 (212) 758-O9OO
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The All-New 
Notional Lampoon Iron On Book

to decorate T-shirts, tank tops, or Grandma's favorite sofa.

Sixteen creations from those swell folks at NatLampCo, 
the company that will sell you anything.

Iron-ons include political put-downs, purely 
artistic designs in the National Lampoon fashion, 
and other full-color art and words and miscellanea 
that hove never before been seen in the short 
but fascinating history of the T-shirt.

These heat-transfer designs would ordinarily 
sell at stores everywhere for $1.00 eoch instead 
of 16 for $2.50, but Notional Lampoon designs 
are not available at stores anywhere.

The National Lampoon Iron On Book is distri 
buted in bookstores and on newsstands on a 
limited basis and may not be available in your 
area. If not, you con order it by filling out this 
coupon and enclosing a check or money order 
with it.

Sixteen original National Lampoon iron on 
designs, mostly in full color— $2.50.

The National Lampoon, Dept. NL076
635 Madison Avenue 

New York, New York 10022

D Check C 
Please send me.

Money Order

-copy(s) of National
Lampoon's Iron On Book at $2.50 per copy 

Name___

Address. 

City__

(please prinf)

.State. -Zip.

L

Please make sure to list your correct zip code 
number.

All checks must be payable within continental 
U.S. or Canada.
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Whole Mirth 
Catalogue

National Lampoon Binder
(BO1014) £3.85 each, $7 10 for

two $9 90 lor three
National Lampoon Binder with
II 12 issues from 1974 (BO1013) 
$10.95 each All 12 tssuosfrom

ACCESS TO YOCKS

National Lampoon Bicentennial
Calendar (001002)

The Best of National Lampoon, The Best of National Lampoon, The Best of National Lampoon, National Lampoon —The 
No. 3 (BO1003) 1973 $2.50 No. 4 (BO1006) 1974 $2 50 No. 5 (BO1009) 1975 $2.50 Gentleman's Bathroom

Companion CBO100I) $2 50

What Is a God? (from the 199th
Birthday Book] (PI007) $1 00 
Deteriorate (from Radio Dinner, 
the National Lampoon comedy 
album} (PI005) $1 00

The National Lampoon Art 
Poster Book [BO1000) S5.9J

The National Lampoon 
Encyclopedia of Humor 
(BO1005)3;250

The National Lampoon Comic 
Anthology [BO1008) $2 50

The National Lampoon 1964 
High School Yearbook Parody 
(BO)007i$250

National Lampoon—The Vary 
Large Book of Comical
Funnies TBO 101)1 S2 50

Notional Lampoon Mona 
Gorilla T-shirt (TSI019) S3 95

Use this coupon for your order.

"Voulez-vous Fuque" T-shirt 
(TSI024)$39S 
"Voulez-vous Fuck" T-shirt
(TS1025)S395

The National Lampoon Show 
T-shirt yellow blue 
{TSI021)$395

IndJcate the Whole Mirth products you would tike, enclose check or money 
order, place in envelope, and send to:

National Lampoon, Dept. NL376 
635 Madison Ave., New York. N.Y. 10022

(BO1001) (BO1003) (BO10051 (BO1006) (BO1007) (BO1008)
(BO1009HBO1011) S2.50 each
(BO10O2) $3.95 each
(P1005) (P1007) 51 00 each
(TS1019) $3.95 each Circle: small, medium, large
(TS1021J S3 95 each Circle: small, medium, large, Circle: yel, bl.
(TS1024] S3.95 each Circle small, medium, large
(TS1025] S3.95 each Circle: small, medium, large
(BO1013) IBO1O15) $10.95 each
(BO1014| S3.85 each. S7.10 for two, $9 90 for three
(BO1000) S5.95each
(Please enclose 50C per order for postage and handling.)
New York State residents add 6% tax
New York City residents add 8% tax 

I have enclosed a total of $——————————————. 
INew York City and New York Slate residents, please add applicable sales 
taxes ]

(please print)

Address

City State Zip

(Please be sure that your zip code 'S correct.)
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These books cost less than $5 each, but...

They just might be the
best investments you ean make

for your audio system!
j

119R1

Each of these books will help you get better sound and more 
pleasure from your equipment... your satisfaction is guaranteed!

HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLO 
SURES—It's a waste of money to bury a 
good speaker in a bad enclosure. That's 
why the 144 indexed pages of this guide 
can be so valuable. You'll learn all the 
"whys" and "hows" of building enclosures 
at a cost you can afford. $4.50 
99 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR HI-FI- 
Does your stereo tape recorder "hiss"? Do 
you hear airplanes through your hi-fi? 
Does your FM reception need improve 
ment? This diagram-filled book helps you 
solve these problems — and 96 more! $3.50 
HI-FI PROJECTS FOR THE HOBBYIST 
— Get better sound for less money. Build 
antennas, mikes, niters, adapters, and 
much more. Instructions are simple — dia- 
grammed — for the beginner who wants to 
take it slow. Yet, some of the projects will 
challenge the expert, too. S3.95
HOW TO WIRE HI-FI EXTENSION
SPEAKERS-Multiply the value of your 
hi-fi system-by wiring extension speakers 
into your basement, bedroom, or dining 
area. Here are all the facts and photos you 
need to select and install the right exten 
sion speakers for your home. $3.95 
FOUR-CHANNEL SOUND-In the late 
1950's, it was stereo. Today, the new step 
forward is four-channel, "surround sound." 
This compact but thorough guide shows 
you theory, servicing techniques, what 
equipment to buy or convert, how to create 
just the effect you want. $4.50

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT 
AUTO TAPE UNITS-Use this "expert" 
to help you select, install, and maintain a 
tape unit in your car. Raises 137 questions
— then answers them fully. Even takes up 
the issue of cartridge vs. cassette: which is 
best for you? $3.95 
ABC's OF HI-FI AND STEREO-Hero, 
in plain English, are the facts about high- 
fidelity, stereo, and four-channel sound. 
This volume reveals shrewd shopping 
tips-points out where investing just a few 
extra dollars really counts. $3.95 
EASY SPEAKER PROJECTS-This 
picture-filled book helps you pick the 
speakers you need, then shows exactly 
how to build them yourself. Even if you 
have no experience, you'll learn how to

generate better sound from speakers in 
ooksheives, walls, even TV sets. $3.95

Easi-Guide to FOUR-CHANNEL/STEREO
-Why are four channels needed when we 
have only two ears? This book tells you 
why, and does it in a refreshing, conversa 
tional way. Over 200 photos are included 
to help you select, install, and enjoy four- 
channel or stereo equipment. $3.50 
GUIDEIX) HIGH FIDELITY - Prepared 
by the Institute of High Fidelity, this 
authoritative, 175-page volume can help 
you select stereo components from amps to 
headphones. And ifyou'rejuststartingout, 
you'l) learn fast with the 142-word glos 
sary and 20-queslion hi-fi quiz. $4.50

PLUS-TO COMPLETE YOUR LIBRARY...
enjoy this superb collector's item!
FROM TIN FOIL TO STEREO
This classic volume-featuring dozens of rare photos and ads- 
traces audio history, from Thomas Edison's $10 "miracle-of-the- 
19th-century" phonograph to equipment of today. $9.95

clip out... mail today

FREE TRIAL 
COUPON

- please send me the book(s} 
checked below to examine for 15 days 
free. If not completely satisfied, I may 
return my order and owe absolutely 
nothing. Otherwise, for the amount 
shown, plus shipping and handling, 
I may keep and use the book(s) per 
manently.

D CHECK HERE AND SAVE 10%! 
[ have checked at luast 3 of the books offered. 
So 1(K< of the cost is deducted.
D HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER

ENCLOSURES 20520 $4.50 
D 99 WAVS TO IMPROVE YOUU

HI-FI 20876 $3.50 
D HI-FI PROJECTS FOR THE

HOBBYIST 20925 $3.95 
D HOW TO WIRE HI-FI EXTEN

SION SPEAKERS 20935 $3.95 
D FOUR-CHANNEL SOUND

2096K $4.50 
a QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT

AUTO TAPE UNITS 21002 $3.95 
D ABC's OF HI-FI AND STEREO

21044 $3,95 
D EASY SPEAKER PROJECTS

21104 $3.95 
TJ Easi-Guide to FOUR-CHANNEL/

STEREO 21105 $3.50 
G GUIDE TO HIGH FIDELITY

21154 $4.50
D FROM TIN FOIL TO STEREO

21205 $9.95

NAME.
ADURESS- 

CITY____

I pi ease print)

STATE ____________ZIP_________
Save shipping and handling costs. Enclose

full payment now. MAIL TO:
Howard W. Sums & Co., Inc. 

4300 W. G2nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46200
Adit sales tax where applicablfc.BF 15
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12 lor S3 
ID 24 lor $6 
,D]OOfor$20

CONDOMS BY MAIL
Sent First Class InUnmarked Wrappers.

End using sensation deadening condoms. Get gos 
samer thin supremely sensitive condoms designed 
for sexual pleasure. W.P.C. ofters reliable nation- 
D 30 EXECUTIVE ally advertised brands of condoms 

PACK* $10 including Trojan products, Fourex, 
Feat her lite! Order from your own 
home without embarassment. Ship 
ped within 24 hours. D'EXECUTIVE 
PACK—3 each of the lop ten most 
SENSUOUS, GOSSAMER THIN con 
doms $10. (Fourex. Natuial Lamb, 
Sheik Sensi-Cremc, Guardian Lub 
ricated, Nuform, Ramses Feather- 
lite, Fiesls/'STIMULA", Lubricated 
Trojans.) D 12 condoms [4 different 

brands) only $3. G Deluxe package [6 different hinds) 
24 condoms $6 D Super Deluxe package 100 condoms 
(8 different kinds) $20. For air-mail add $1 postage. 

World Population Control, Dept. J32 
P.O. Bo* 90, Newark, N.J. 07102 

Sold on Money Back Guarantee

GIANT BLOWUP
IN B&W OR 
COLOR

Full coloi posters Irnm any color 
photo or slide. Steal gift, or gag. 
Of room decoration.

1'/lX2Ft.-$7.95 
1«1Vi Ft.-I7.B5, 2i3 Ft.-I14.9S

Original returned. Add SI.00 pp 8 hd. foi EACH item. 
H.I. IBS. add la*. Ho C 0.0.

DEALER mOUiniES INVITED
PHOTO POSTER-rJept.NL.36 210 E. 23 St., N.Y. 10010,

A COLLEGE-STYLE DECAL 
For your car's rear window. Discreet chop 

on USA. 17x3"$2,25ea.Cash,CMrMO. Brad's 
Specialties POBox 3156 Newport Bch.Ca 92663

Most people go into a state of shock when 
they first open a copy of Horsestiit. Then 
they go about halfway through, reading 
and looking at the pictures, and they have 
to put it down and try to get their breath 
back again. When they've rested up, they 
go through the rest of the magazine. Then 
they put it down and they don't know 
what to think. The next day they read it 
again and decide they like it. The day after 
that They decide it's GREAT! They show 
it to their friends. Then they have to sit 
them and listen while their friends yell and 
shout with laughter and point out things 
they particularly like. Soon, other friends 
come over, dozens of them. "We want to 
see THAT magazine," they say. Finally, 
some bastard steals their Horseshit. Then 
there's nothing left to do but order a new 
subscription from us. You might as well 
get started now. Be ready for a shock.

FOUR ISSUES FOR SIC 2 issues tor S5 
till cartoon houk willi SIO onicts.

NOT SINCE THE B1RLE HAS 
\NY BOOK REACHED SUCH 
DEPRAVITY AS HORSESHIT

FREE RECORD COLLECTION i
Reviewers Wanted: (No Experience Required) I 
We sliic you HEW records to review. All I 
you pay is postage & handling. You pay I 
nothing lor any records. Applicants • 
accepted on "First Come Basis," For I 
application write: NATIONAL RESEARCH, Dept." 
H, 3725 N. 126th St., Brookfield, Wisconsin I 
53005. I

BRINGS YOU ENGLAND'S 
OLDEST & FINEST ROLLING 
MACHINES & PAPERS

Free Fay Poster
with $10 or more order.

City
State
D Fr

Zip.

CHECK ITEMS DESIRED
A. 41-5 FOY KING SIZE Rice. 50 leaves to pak/20 paks-S7.00. 
B. 41-2 FOY Dbl. Rice, 100 leaves to pak'Bnx 2G paks-S6.00. 
C. 41-4 FOY Wheetstraw Dul., 100 Issues to )iak/

Son 25 paks-S7.00.
D. 41-B FOY MimMaxi ad,. Rolling Mach., makes 2 sizes-SS.OQ. 
E. 41-9 FOY Luxury Rolling Macli., chronic frame roller

w/silk apron-S4.00.
F. 40-13 RIZLA Luxury Rolling Macli., own snap-loc case, 

chrome frame w/silk apron, makes 2 size$-SB.OO. 
G. 7-70 Nickal Kcychein CliP~S3.00. 
H. 30-4 Zefarawood Hide-a-Clip Keycliair-S2.00.

The Party
continued from paee 99

While the poor old frog went back, 
to his bog,

While his kids grew hungry and 
cold.

Though the frog was old and a 
gentle soul

He hnew this was no joke,
He found that rat and knocked 

him flat
Singing; "Croak, croak, croak, 

croak, croak."
Willis found himself singing along 

with the audience on the delightful 
"croak, croak, croak" chorus. Child 
ish as it was, it seemed to spread a 
Seeling of warmth throughout the 
audience, as each individual member 
submerged himself in the aura oi 
communal unity.

Now Pete was strumming his guitar 
with special gusto, rocking back on 
his heels as he swung into the last 
verse:

Our modern rats wear silken kats,
They own the banks arid, mills
While the frogs, you see, like you 

and me,
Do the Tuork and pay the bills,
But the frogs -will rise and organise
And there will come a day,
When around the world, with 

flag unfurled
We'll croak those rats away 1.
The hall was echoing to the "Croak, 

croak, croak those rats away!" chorus 
when a stagehand ran onto the stage 
and handed Pete a note. He held his 
hand up and the hall felt silent.

"I've got a special news bulletin to 
tell you folks about," Pete said. "Seems 
somebody sent up a newfangled rocket 
ship with a special satellite that's 
floating around the world."

There was a gasp of astonishment 
and a few scattered boos and hisses.

"Warmongers!" somebody shouted.
"Hold on," Pete said with a big 

smile. "It's a Ritssian satellite."
Suddenly the hall erupted into 

cheers and shouts, and the hall spon 
taneously broke out into another 
chorus of "Croak, croak, croak those 
rats away!" Willis was puzzled, but it 
was soon overcome by a new rush oi 
warmth and love. He turned to 
Baumgarten.

"This is terrific," he said to his 
friend over the swelling chorus. "It's 
like a — a party, yeah, Baumy, a great 
big party, and I want to be a part of 
this party forever!"

Baumgarten smiled and nodded.
"That," he said, "is exactly the 

idea, Willis. That's exactly the idea."D
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Bang! \bure Dead!
Kids' games take on new 

meaning when the protag 
onist takes on the President. 
The author of The Family 
profiles Squeaky Fromme, 
the Mansonette who missed, in 
a behind-the-scenes article in 

the March issue of 
OUT magazine. 
Has the Real 
Nashville

; Moved to Austin? will come as a shock to 
country-music freaks. Nevertheless, the alle- 

mande west continues and Austin's where it's
at, as you'll see in oui.

Passing the Buck 
gets harder as its value 
goes down, oui gives 
you 30 things to do 
with it besides spend 
it, which, in the end, is 
futile anyway. Con 

versation with Redd Foxx is also futile. 
His top-rated Sanford and Son hasn't 
assuaged the bitterness of 35 unrec 
ognized years on the boards. Corinne 

Clery gets her shot at stardom in 
the Story of O. But you get a 

preview in oui. Be a Mr. First- 
Nighter—just say oui. At your 
newsstand now.

• ]<)7fi. Playboy Publications
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UNIQUE
POT KIT
offers many enjoyable hours \lln 
for the discriminating smoker. 
Comes in Red or Black.
$8.99 

* (postage & handling inc.)

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES 
_ _ INVITED

RARE TREASURES.LTD Oept.9N
30-30 Northern Blvd. Long Island City, NY 

11101 j

THE MOST SENSUOUS 
CONDOM IN 
THE WORLD, 
Nackenr

Scandinavian bestseller. COm-

pleasuHTforboihoiyovi Nndtn's 
dclicalc lv,ibbcd surface Keni!y

Hired formfil provides l\)c grcflt-
il Knsliivily foi The man. Join the 

Swedish revolution for ihe opTi-
i in pleasure NaAcn-iliE«.. 

dura ftoin Sweden isdijoibmed cidusively bv PPA

Population Planning AiJoc.,Dclll. WJL-16 
403 Jono Fcny Road, P.O. Bo« 400 .Mr..*

Ml oidci* iu*Ucd in & plain untnitkcdpAcLiiRt co iiuure your fti'

THE TSHIRT BARN
A NEW KIND Of "T-SHIRT COMftSN/"

C.N Sieve IK- Queen- fo^a\ 'Beach Boyv D«P Piiiplt 
yti-Ha«KocrLennon-StonttTsxjr 75 • £ L»P- CWgo 
Bejlle!- R109o- L/nyrd SWd'AliM- Dl*) -mown '

IS Zodiac Signs ' AndMinyMtxt

WHYPAVMOHt'Pi 
113.00 kindly w« W<d. S<nd

. . 
If Mt>Hlr>itt0.yucv<iti>i«>eu>ti..n.WholiHk«vt Rtlill
riquti'onk"". DipiNBS Slut

The Air Be
From $yiQ,

by 1NFLATE-A-BED- "^*

The Bed You Can Fold Up And Carry In A Bag
The Most Natural Way To Sleep!
"The Air Bed" from I nil ate-A-Bed offers you the best of many 
worlds when it comes to serious contemporary bedding. First 
off, be prepared lor die finest, most naturally pleasant and 
satisfying night's sleep you've ever had. We've got hundicds o! 
letters attesting to this tad, and lilerally tens of thousands of 
people are living this wonderful sleeping experience every night. 
Sleeping on a cushion of air is as nice as it sounds. "The Air 
Bed" (which you inflate in minutes with a vacuum cleaner or any 
air pump) shapes itself to your body almost like cradle-ing it - 
naturally, on a seiies of specially patented "air coils." which sup 
port your body evenly- and with unheard of flexibility in a inat- 
tress. No frame or innerspring is needed, although it will fit into 
any standard bed frame.

"The Air Bed" is incredibly light and incredibly tough (20 
mil Poly Vinyl Chloride). It cleans instantly with soap and water. 
II deliales in minutes lor you to lold up and take with you any 
where-visiting, camping, beach (a dynamite water raft), or 
storing on a shelf when not in use. It is everything a bed should 
be—delightfully sensual, highly orthopedic, and conveniently 
mobile. Try one for 2 weeks.

Please send I he following Air Dedfs). II no! lully satisfied I 
can relum within 2 weeks for an immediate refund. 
D Twin Size @$49.35 Q Full Size @ S69.35 
D OueenSize©S?9.95 Q King Size @S99 95 
(Add S4.35 for snipping and insurance) 
Q Instead I prelei Ihc Original in Hale-A-Bed (same as above 

plus a tlockefl velveteen finish)

B Twin@S59.95 D Full@S79.95 
Quee/i@S89.95 n Kmu@S11t.95
(Asa S4.95 shipping per bea)

D Check 01 M.O. Enclosed (III residents add 5% sates tax] 
D Charge My Credit Card Checked Below 
D American Express Q BankAmencard Q Carte 
D Diners CkiO fj Master Charge Blanche 
Credit Card n _____________________ 
MaslerCnargeBank*' —___E*p Dale_______ 
Name_________________________ 
Address _______________________ 
City————————Slate_____Zip_^____ 
Signature __________________SAL-V76

Contemporary marketing, Inc.
790 Maple Lane, Scnsonville, III. 60106

Gall Tell free: 800-323-1M08 III. call: 31? 595-W1

Editorial
continued from page 12

rye bread anyway. This writer would 
certainly hate to become involved in 
such an acrimonious dispute, but does 
wish Mr. Kaminsky would leave of! 
using all those Yiddish words with the 
throw-up sounds in the back ol the 
throat. Talking that way only spreads 
germs.

Kaminsky case reminds us of short 
but fabulous editor Sean Kelly, who 
was a fervent Communist until his 
wife caught him at it.

At least as short and equally fabu 
lous is associate editor Gerry Sussman, 
who's taking applications at this ad 
dress for prospective clean, older 
women.

No truth at all in the rumors of an 
office collection taken up to get Ted 
Mann dry-cleaned.

Plenty of exciting speculation about 
Tony Hentlra's new haircut — includ 
ing one story about an attack by a 
tribe of stone-age lesbian pet barbers. 
Truth is stranger than fiction, though 
— he got it through the mail from 
Montgomery Ward.

Associate editor John Weidman is 
off on sabbatical writing a Broadway 
musical called Pacific Overtures. It's 
filled with Japanese. In fact, the whole 
cast is Japanese. God only knows why. 
Ouertures is opening as we go to 
press, and may be a smash hit by the 
time you read this. Also, by the time 
you read this, Roger Staurbach may 
have gone to Casablanca lor a tuck 
and roll job, come back, and been 
voted Ice Queen of the annual Dart 
mouth Snow Carnival. Anything is 
possible.
People are talking about: The wonder 
ful layout in talented an director 
Peter Kleinman's well-known Febru 
ary issue. No one can imagine how he 
got all those beautiful ads right into the 
middle of the magazine like that. Peter 
will be laying out another issue in the 
near future, as soon as he brings a 
note from home.
Question you never asked: Does Doug 
Kenney have a single hair on his ass if 
he doesn't trade in that tacky old last 
year's Porsche Targa and get a shiny 
new 165 mph Turbo-Carrera and let 
me use it to cruise the singles' bars? 
Answer is smooth and pink.

Which reminds me — anybody out 
there interested in a swell 1965 Alfa 
Romeo GTC convertible previously 
owned by a famous Notional Lampoon 
executive editor (not to mention a 
gypsy cab company, six SCCA club
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racers, and an Italian stunt driver}? 
Sixteen hundred cc, dual overhead 
cams, aluminum-tinned sump, and 
two side draft Weber two-barrels with 
a cold box crossover intake. Very rare 
and practically cherry. 1 mean, sure, 
the body needs a little work, but 
mechanically it's perfect. Well, almost 
perfect. Hardly any miles on it com 
pared to the distance between here 
and the sun, and that slappa-dappa- 
dappa-dap sound up front is just a 
loose tube in the radio. Honest. 
Write to:

Sucker
Fourth Floor

635 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

This month's handy-dandy, double- 
duty, utility hodge-podge issue cover 
was drawn by attractive, heterosexual 
Rick Meyerowitz, and contains two,. ; 
two, yes —two-jokes-in-one. National ' 
advertisers, supermarket chain owners, \ 
your mother, and other dopey luss- 
budgets think the cute little lambykins 
is about to get eaten by mean Mr. Lion 
(in the prewar sense of the verb). But 
you and I and the rest ol the kids on 
the block know perfectly well that Ma. 
Sheep is getting her wool-collared 
whoopee pipe tapped out and cross- 
threaded by three feet of slimy cat 
dork. Ha. Ha. Ha. 1 hat's really funny 
if you don't know how old Meyerowitx 
is. Let alone me. Oh God, I wonder if 
I can still get into law school.

The Big Tit contest will return as 
soon as we find out which fruit 
thought up this month's Foto Funnies.

Apologies: to Mitch "Mister to you. 
Mister" Markowiix, for noi being 
credited tor the New York Review 
parody (Jan. 1976). Mister Markowitx 
did sterling work on the personal ads 
section ol the piece, and is definitely 
One of Us. More apologies go out to 
Phil Koenig for not being credited 
with photographing the "Artists and 
Models" cover. And even more 
apologies to Diana Feldman, who 
designed and illustrated February's 
Ballet Folklorico piece. And while 
we're apologizing (which we seem 
to have to do more and more lately), 
sorry, Phyllis, for having to sit in the 
art department and take all that abuse 
month after month. P.S. You're 
fired.

Plug: Look for Byron Preiss's new 
book, Shlomo Raven. It contains an 
exciting all-black musical version of 
Citizen Kerne, among other things. 
Happy now, Byron?

Five foolproof ways to
Pick up and seduce girls!

How to 
pick up girls!

Pick up girls in 
bars, buses, trains, 
even on the street! 
It's easier than you 
ever dreamed pos 
sible. You will 
iearn:
• How to make shy 
ness work (or you • 
Why a man doesn't 
have to be good- 
looking • Why girls 
gel horny • 50 greal 
opening linos • 
World's greatest pick 
up technique • How 
to get women to pick 
you up.
Book conlains in-depth interviews with 25 
beautiful girls. They tell you exactly what it 
takes to pick them up. 
Only SB.95 plus S1.00 poslage S handling- 
Send to: Symphony Press, Inc., Dept.DL , Box 515, 
Tenady, N.J. 07670. (see coupon below).

How to make love 
to a single gar I!

Hew To Make Lore 
To A Single Girl

HOW TO MAKE LOVE 
TO A SINGLE GIRL will 
turn you into such an 
exciting lover, women 
wil] sense your powers 
Ihfe instant you walk into 
a room. Over 160 lus 
cious photos show you 
how to turn on a single 
woman. You will learn:
•_ Where lo louch a girl 
first • How to make a 
woman "let herself go"
• The aphrodisiac touch
• Mow to excite a girl with
just words • How.lo give a woman multiple orgasms
• How to arouso her with a single kiss. 
Who says you have to be good-looking to at 
tract lots of single girls?!! This book can help 
you become Ihe kind of lover women can't 
wait to go to bed with! 
Oniy $12.95 plus S1.50 postage & handling. 
Send lo: Symphony Press, Inc.. Dept.DL , Box 515, 
Tonally, N.J. 07670. (see coupon below).

THE PICK UP SYSTEM NO GIRL CAN RESIST!!
This 40 minute album (or cassette) has eight actual 

recorded pick up scenes lo learn from. You'll hear 
exactly how to pick up a busty college girl in a library, 

a tall pretty blond on the street, a dark-'iaired sexy 
swinger | n a single's bar. You'll also learn how to 

get a girl out of a bar and into your bedroom in 
less th&n an hour . . . and how lo tell when a girl 
is horny just by the sound of her voice. 
You'll actually hear the voices of the people in 
volved: the men, as they begin to work their 

magic — the women as they fall willing victim to 
their chgrm. Everything is spelled out for you. 

from atlemion-getting opening lines ... to fool- 
roof closing lines fhat get you her telephone num 

ber a date, and sometimes even her body right then 
and there.

So send for PICKING UP GIRLS MADE EASY today. It's guaranteed to turn you into an expert 
picker-upper and seducer.
Indicate whether you're ordering album or cassette anrt sencl SB.95 plus $1.00 poslage and handling to: 
Symphony Press, Inc., Depl. DL , P.O. Box S15, Tenafly. N.J. 07670. (see coupon below).

900 Action Spots where 
you're guaranteed to score!!
Learn the names and addresses of 910 great places to pick up girls. 
Places where the girls are so luscious and horny, you'll take one home 
with you nine nights out of ten! You'll discover: * a discotheque where 
girls are so liberated you can take one home and return for another 
the very same evening * a bar where girls ask you to dance if you 
don't ask them * a nude beach where hundreds of tanned naked girls 
sit around just waiting for you to approach them.

This book takes you to the hottest action spots in America's twenty- 
six major cities. You'll also learn about lool-prool Dick up spots within 
live miles ol your own home! You'll discover the secret, after-hours 
hang-out spots of sexy nurses, wild stewardesses, beautiful models and 
horny divorcees. So send for AMERICA'S BEST PICK UP SPOTS today. 
It'll take you to dozens of horny women who are sitting there waiting for you at this very moment. 
Send only S8.95 plus SI 00 poslage and handling lo: 
Symphony Press, Inc., Dept. DL , P.O. Box 515, Tenafly, N.J. 07670. (see coupon below).

K>O GREAT OPENING UNES!
Here are 100 clever, witty, fool-proof opening 
lines. Eacti is designed to instantly get a girl's 
attention and interest. And each has been test 
ed and proved at least 95% effective!! 
These lines work like magic on buses, sub 
ways, trains and planes ... in discotheques, 
restaurants and bars . . . while out bicycling, 
hiking, skiing, or playing tennis ... in record 
stores, book stores, boutiques . . . and in of 
fices, classrooms and elevators — in fact just 
about anywhere! This is a handy, pocket-sized 
edition you can carry with you tor easy, instant 
reference. If you've got the right line, you can 
get the right girl! There's no doubt about it. So 
send for 100 GREAT OPENING LINES today. 
Costs only S4-95 plus 50e poslage and handling. 
Send to: Symphony Press, Inc., Dept.DL , P.O. Box 
515, Tenafly, N.J. 07670. tsoe coupon <il fighU

Symphony Press, Inc., Depl. DU, 
P.O. Box 515, Tenafly, N.J. 07670
~]Send me HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS (only $8.95

Dlus S1-00 poslage & handling) 
GSemi me HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A SINGLE

GIRL (only $12.95 plus SI.50 postage 8 handling)
D Send me PICKING UP GIRLS MADE EASY .. the

record, __ the cassette (only $8.95 plus $1.00
postage & handling! 

JSend me AMERICA'S BEST PICK UP SPOTS
(only S8.95 plus S1 00 postage 8 handling) 

G Send me 100 GREAT OPENING LINES (only $4.95
Dlus 50e poslage S handling)

Order two or more items and deduct $2.00 from 
yoiir total payment.

Name______________________________ 
Street____________________________
City________ .State_
All orders arrive in non-identifiable wrapper.

£ Symphony Press, Inc., 1976 [
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Elborne Whippet, Junior

Mr. Elborus Whippet, Junior, bears a 
close, nay, precise resemblance to otic 
Jeff Greenfield, a disgruntled politico- 
jmirnalist of Neu1 York City.

It begins, as it somehow must, in 
the cold; when the chill gray of a late 
afternoon New England winter slowly 
settles over the peaceful village of a 
New Hampshire hamlet, when men in 
impeccably tailored suits, men who 
seek to hold in their hands the power 
to wipe life itself off the globe, hum 
ble themselves before their country 
men as if seeking a blessing for their 
journeys of thousands of miles which, 
as always, begin with single steps, 
here in the fro/en snows, as these 
men of great wealth, breeding, and 
power extend their sun-bronzed, 
manicured hands to meet the labor- 
gnarled grips of the farmers and mill 
hands of ihe Granite State — chat 
state whose taciturn, rock-ribbed 
Yankees speak with their ballots the 
first firm, resonant voices of affirma 
tion or denial, credulity or skepticism 
which, amplified a hundred thousand 
times from ocean to ocean, grunted 
from the stogie-filled, whisker-stubbled 
chin of the Brooklyn cabbie, croaked 
from the work-wearied throat of the 
Iowa farm wife, crisped from the 
Arrow-collared throat of the Illinois 
sales trainee, giggled from the throat 
of a sun-baked, ocean-salted, firm- 
thighed, ripe-buttocked California 
beach girl, will proclaim that 
renewal by which we place our trust, 
our hopes, our fears, our dreams, our 
nightmares, our fantasies, our illu 
sions, our destinies.

For this correspondent, it is a time 
to bestir: time, once again, to leave 
behind the simple rewards of his 
craft: the crackling fire in the sitting 
room of a small but not inelegant 
Georgetown home; the soothing 
warmth of the hot toddy prepared by 
a manservant whose quiet subser 
vience conceals a profound folk wis 
dom unmatched by a hundred schol 
arly tomes; the country farm where 
the capital's bustle yields to quiet 
retreats, sheltered by the loving care

of a refugee couple from one of our 
foreign follies (thoughtfully provided 
as a birthday gift by a State Depart 
ment friend with warm memories of 
Scroll and Key nights); the leisurely 
lunches at La Menagerie, where 
Montrachet is king — time once again 
to measure the pulse of this impreg 
nable yet vulnerable, diverse yet 
homogeneous land.

We are, in the last tenth of the 
twentieth decade of our nationhood, 
an uncertain and querulous people, 
hesitant, disquietous, uneasy, wary, 
even diffident as we rush from past to 
future with scarcely a moment's 
respite for the present.

We increasingly choose our leaders 
from the narrow, isolated chamber of 
the Senate, while men of great vision 
and civility, men of genuinely fine 
breeding "and manners, go unheeded. 
We may well ask whither Columbia, 
when our nation sweeps aside such as 
Nelson Rockefeller, Kingman Brew- 
ster, John Gardner, David Rockefel 
ler, Elliot Richardson, Sidney Hook, 
Eric Sevareid, Laurance Rockefeller, 
and others whose insights grace din 
ner tables and luncheon clubs across 
this land.

And yet still, however, conversa 
tions with a broad cross section of 
ordinary Americans reveal a citizenry 
which, if confused by the ever- 
increasing pace of change, yet remains 
tentatively confident that this bat 
tered, scarred Republic shall yet 
prevail.

Yes, we have perhaps lost our sense 
of purposeful direction, suggests a 
Yankee cabdriver to a visitor from 
Washington, as he searches back 
roads and side streets, with meter 
ticking, for a hostelry located on the 
town square ("You don't like it, city 
fella, jest git out *n' walk a spell"). 
Yes, we are perhaps too anxious to 
demand more and more material com 
pensation for shouldering the bur 
dens that earlier generations more 
cheerfully bore (a bellhop hurls a 
quarter at the feet of an out-of-town 
scribe and suggests an unconventional 
lodging place for his valise). Yes,

perhaps we are less willing to face the 
challenges of the future (a bartender 
not quite accidentally spills a beer on 
the custom-tailored sleeve of a travel 
ing journalist who had quite civilly 
asked for a Pimm's Cup with a chaser 
of Perrier, lightly chilled, in a glass 
with shaved ice).

And yet, withal, the worn and 
stretched fabric of America retains its 
strength. One hears it in the raspy 
insight of an aged Yankee trader, as he 
sits by the county courthouse ex 
changing views with a sojourning 
chronicler.

"Yep," he says, "I got a wagon full 
o' recollections an' anecdotes, mebbe 
even an epiphany 'r two. Fill out a 
column quicker 'n a jackrabbit chasin' 
a butterfly. Ten bucks fer five minutes, 
a C-note buys you 'n hour."

A lesson for us all in the ways of 
old codger Ebeneezer, a microcosmic 
revelation that these old settlers, 
their blood as pure American as 
maple syrup, have always known what 
we stodgy Washingtonians are just 
beginning to rediscover: that there is 
no such thing as a free lunch; that 
wisdom, no more than wealth or 
property, can be redistributed willy- 
nilly among the populace without cost. 
Or, as the crafty son of Ichabod put 
it, "No skin off your nose, pewter- 
head. Ever'thing's deductible 
nowadays."

And thus, as in some drama, long 
ago first witnessed, yet returned to 
again and again, as if in an act of 
enduring renewal, we set out across 
the great river that is America, seek 
ing not simply knowledge but wisdom 
as well, from the faces, the voices, 
and the sleek, supple bodies of our 
fellow Americans, from whose hearts 
and minds, hopes and fears, joys and 
sorrows, will come the choice for he 
who will guide us through the arch 
and into the velvet channel, that will, 
one hopes, mark the climax of the last 
year of that score of decades that is, 
after all, our country. And may the 
weary platitudes of the past give way 
to a new sense of plain-speaking 
wisdom for our future. D
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ere are still some surprises in audio tape.

B!tj

BASF

BASF sound is so clear, it's like the 
musicians are right there.

What you experience with BASF tape is 
simply this: the music. Pure and clear.

Why this extraordinary clarity? BASF 
polishes the tape. Literally. Getting rid of most 
of the thousands of tiny surface bumps that can 
cause background noise. (Get rid of most of

them, you get rid of most of the noise.)
So what you're left with is sound so rich 

and clear, you don't just hear it. The music 
happens.

Which really isn't that surprising. After all, 
BASF invented audio tape in the first place. 

~~ _' We sound like the original 
because we are the original.
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Why is Tareyton better?

Others remove. 
Tareyton improves*

II Charcoal is why. While plain white filters reduce tar and nicotine, 
they also remove taste* But Tareyton has a two-part filter—a white tip on 
the outside, activated charcoal on the inside*Tar and nicotine are reduced*.» 
but the taste is actually improved by charcoal* II Charcoal filtration is used 
to freshen air, to make beverages taste better. Charcoal 
in Tareyton smooths, balances and improves the 
tobacco taste* And that's why Tareyton is better.

Join the 
unswitchables 
and see why...

Tareyton is America's best-selling 
charcoal filter cigarette.
King Size; 21 mg. "tar. 1.4 mg. nicotine; 100 mm: 20 mg."iar". 1,1 mg. nicotine; 
av. per cigaieue, f-TC Repon Nov. 75.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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